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Abstract
In this thesis, we set up the basic theory of p-adic modular forms over
Shimura curves over Q, parallel to the classical case over modular curves.
We define and study the structure of the spaces of p-adic modular forms
with respect to certain quaternion algebras over Q. We study the relation of
these modular forms with classical quaternionic modular forms. We prove
a canonical subgroup theorem for false elliptic curves. That enables us to
define the Frobenius morphism of p-adic modular functions. We use rigid
analytic geometry to give an alternative description of the p-adic modular
forms and their Frobenius morphism. We use this to study the finiteness
properties of the Frobenius morphism. We define the U operator of p-adic
modular forms and study its continuity properties. We show that the U
operator is completely continuous on the space of overconvergent p-adic
modular forms. Finally, we use the Fredholm theory of U and rigid geometry
to study the dimension of spaces of generalized eigenforms of U of a certain
slope.
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1

Introduction

The theory of p-adic modular forms started with the work of J.P. Serre. Serre's motivation was to study congruences between modular forms in order to understand the congruence properties of special values of L-functions. He identified modular forms with their
q-expansions and defined a p-adic modular form to be a limit of such q-expansions in the
p-adic topology [15]. This was a natural and elementary definition which satisfactorilyreflected the p-adic properties of modular forms.
N. Katz gave a modular and therefore more conceptual definition of Serre'sp-adic modular forms (of integral weight)[11]. He defined p-adic modular forms of weight k and level N
as functions on ordinaryelliptic curves and level N structures. He also gave modular definitions of Hecke operators acting on the space of p-adic modular forms. The most important
of the Hecke operators in this context is the analogue of the classical Atkin's Up operator
which is called the U operator. It takes a p-adic modular form with q-expansion En anq"
to En anpq. In studying the spectral theory of U operator Dwork introduced the notion
of growth condition. Using this idea, Katz defined the space of p-adic modular forms with
a specific growth condition. Let r be an element of the base ring RO (which is a complete
d.v.r. of mixed characteristic(0, p) with fraction field K and valuation normalized such that
ord(p) = 1). p-adic modular forms of growth condition r are defined as certain functions on
the set of elliptic curves with level structures which are not too supersingular,in the sense
that the value of Ep- 1 (Eisenstein series of weight p - 1) at them has p-adic valuation at
most equal to that of r. If r = 1 (or is a unit), this amounts to saying that the value of
the Hasse invariant (which equals the reduction mod p of the value of Ep_ 1) is nonzero at
the reduction mod p of the elliptic curve, which is the same as being ordinary. So r = 1
corresponds to Serre's theory. p-adic modular forms with a non-unit growth condition are
called overconvergent modular forms.
A major part of Katz's analysis of overconvergent modular forms was to prove that
the space of these modular forms is preserved under the action of U. The importance of
this result lies in the fact that the action of U on the space of overconvergent modular
forms is completely continuous. This causes a remarkable difference in the shape of theory
between the cases of overconvergent and convergent modular forms. The reason is that
for completely continuous operators,one can use Serre's Fredholm theory which generalizes
a lot of techniques from operator theory of finite dimensional vector spaces. This theory
makes it possible to study the eigenforms of the U operator. R. Coleman has used this and
techniques from rigid analytic geometry to analyze the spectral theory of U. He constructs
rigid analytic families of overconvergent modularforms (in which the weight varies in a rigid
space) and studies the action of U on these families. This way he is able to compare the
operator theory of U for different weights. He also proves a criterion for deciding whether
an overconvergent modular form is classical. He is therefore able to translate his results for
classical modular forms, proving a weaker version of a conjecture of Gouvea and Mazur.

[6],[7].
The goal of this work is to set up a similar theory in the context of quaternionicmodular
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forms over Q. Let D denote a fixed quaternion algebra which is indefinite and splits at p.
Unlike the classical case, these modular forms lack q-expansions and therefore we can not
define p-adic modular forms in Serre's way. Since quaternionicmodular forms of level N are
sections of certain line bundles over a Shimura curve over Q which has a moduli theoretic
description, we can follow Katz in defining the spaces of p-adic modular forms with growth
condition in this context. This Shimura curve classifies abelian surfaces with level V1(N)
structure which carry an action of OD, a fixed maximal order of D, and are called false
elliptic curves. Although there is no Eisenstein series in this case, we show that the Hasse
invariant can be lifted to a quaternionic modular form of weight p - 1, which will play
the role of Ep_ 1 to measure supersingularityof false elliptic curves in our case. In fact it
turns out that the theory is independent of choice of such a lifting (as long as we confine
ourselves to false elliptic curves which are not "too supersingular"). This will be clear when
we use rigid geometry to give a description of these modular forms as sections of certain
line bundles over rigid analytic spaces which are obtained by removing supersingulardiscs
of different sizes from the Shimura curve and are denoted by XD(r) (where r is the growth
condition). Having defined p-adic modular forms, we devote our work to define the action
of a U operatorand study its properties.
As in the classical case the U operator will be defined using the Frobenius morphism
of modular functions which is denoted by Frob. To define Frob, we'll need to prove the
existence of a canonical subgroup for false elliptic curves which are not "too supersingular".
The canonical subgroup is essentially a lifting of the kernel of Frobenius morphism of the
reduction mod p of the false elliptic curve. We also show that it is possible to measure
how supersingularthe quotient of a false elliptic curve by its canonical subgroup is. Having
done so, we can define Frob on the modular level by dividing by canonical subgroup. The
morphism Frob, corresponds to the classical V operatorwhich takes En anqn to En anqp.
We will define the U operator, essentially as a trace of Frob. To be able to do so, we will
study the finiteness propertiesof Frob. Using Raynaud's formal approach to rigid geometry,
we show that Frob can be obtained as the pullback of a rigid analytic morphism between
affinoid subdomains of the Shimura curve. This allows us to study properties of Frob more
effectively. We also follow Lubin's idea of the subtle analysis of the formal group of a false
elliptic curve, to deduce results about the fbre of Frob over a point, leading to a proof of
staleness of Frob. At this point we have done enough to be able to define U for convergent
and overconvergent modular forms. We study the continuity properties of U. We will show
that U is a continuous operatorof K-Banach spaces which is completely continuous on the
space of overconvergent modular forms.
Finally, we use the Fredholm theory of U and rigid geometry to study the dimension of
generalized eigenforms of U of slope a as in [6]. An overconvergent modular form f is called
a generalized eigenform of U of slope a E Q, if there is a polynomial Q(T) E K[T] such
that all of its roots (in R) have valuation a and Q(U)(f ) = 0. Let us denote by d(k, N, a),
the dimension of space of overconvergent generalized eigenforms of slope a, level V(N)
and weight k with respect to D (where the growth condition r is understood). We prove
that there exists a 1 > t > |p|1/(P+1), such that whenever the growth condition r satisfies
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t > IrI > 1, the following holds:
Theorem 1.1. There exists an M > 0 depending only on a and N, such that if for integers
k and k' we have k = k' mod p"(p - 1), then

d(k, N, a) = d(k', N, a).
Moreover d(k, N, a) is uniformly bounded for all k E Z.

2

False Elliptic Curves

We refer to [8],[2],[5] for the following. Let D be an indefinite non-split quaternion algebra
over Q with discriminant6. Fix an isomorphism: D 0 R -~-+ M2 (R). Fix a maximal order
OD of D. For each prime q not dividing 6, we fix an isomorphism OD 0 Zq ~+ M2(Zq).
Note that there is an induced isomorphism OD 0 Z/NZ ~4 M 2 (Z/NZ) for any N > 0
which is prime to 6. We also fix a prime number p > 3 which does not divide 6.
Let S be a scheme on which 6 is invertible. A false elliptic curve over S (with respect to
D) is a pair (A, i) where A is an abelian surface (i.e. an abelian variety of relative dimension
2), and i : OD "-+ Ends (A) is an injection of (noncommutative)rings with identity. In other
words there is a faithful action of OD on A/S.
Let x -+ x' denote the canonical involution of D. Since Q("6) splits D, there is a
2
t-xYt. Let (A, i) be
_ 6. Define another involution * on D by x*
t G OD such that t
a false elliptic curve over S. It can be shown that there is a unique principal polarization
on A such that for any geometric point s of S, the correspondingRosati involution on
End(A,) induces * on OD. So fixing t, any false elliptic curve admits a canonical principal
polarization.
An isogeny f : (A,i) -+ (B, j) of false elliptic curves over S, is an isogeny f : A -+ B of
abelian surfaces, such that j(x) o f = f o i(x) for all x c O D- Iff : (A,i) - (B, j) is an
isogeny of false elliptic curves, the dual isogeny f : B -+ A composed with the principal
polarizations of A and B induces an isogeny of false elliptic curves ft : B -+ A. ft is called
the dual isogeny of f . The composite ft o f : A -+ A is locally multiplication by an integer
d. If this integer is constant on S we call it the false degree of

f.

Let N > 0 be an integer prime to p6. let (A, i) be a false elliptic curve. By a full level
N structure on (A, i) we mean an isomorphism

a : (OD & Z/NZ)s

~+-4 A[N]

of group schemes over S with left action of OD. Here A[N] denotes the N-torsion points
of A which inherits an action of OD, and (OD 0 Z/NZ)s is the constant group scheme on
which OD acts by left multiplication. A false elliptic curve with full level N structure is
denoted by (A, i, a).
We also define the notion of an arithmeticlevel N structure (or a level V (N) structure)
on a false elliptic curve (A, i). It is an inclusion
aN: bN X PN
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- A[N]

of group schemes over S, which preserves the action of OD. The action of OD On IN X /N is
via the isomorphism OD & Z/NZ -4 M2 (Z/NZ). A false elliptic curve with a level V (N)
structure is often denoted by (A,i,aN)Let M > 0 be an integer prime to N. Let H be a finite flat subgroup scheme of A of
rank M which is stable under the action of OD. The quotient of A by H with the induced
action of OD is a false elliptic curve which we denote by (A/H, i). Let CeN be a level V (N)
structure on (A, i). Let 7r denote the projection A -+ A/H. Since (M, N) = 1, both 7r and
wi induce isomorphisms between A[N] and (A/H) [N]. Define a level V (N) structure on

(A/ H, i) by a'N = (7r tr

aNAN X PN

CIN

> A[N]

(A/ H)[N]
We usually denote by (A/H, i, aN) the quotient of (A, i, aN) by H.
A level Np structure with trivial character at p (or a level V1 (N) n Vo (p) structure) on a
false elliptic curve (A, i) over S, is a pair (aN, H) where aN is a level V (N) structure and
H is a finite flat subgroup of A which has rank p 2 and is stable under the action of OD. A
false elliptic curve with a level V 1 (N) n Vo(p) structure is denoted by (A, i, aN, H).

3

Shimura Curves over Q

We recall some basic facts about the moduli spaces of False elliptic curves with level struc-

ture. Our references are [8], [2], [5].

3.1

Shimura Curves of level V1 (N)

We continue to make the assumptions in previous section. In particularp > 3 is a prime
number which does not divide SN. We will furthermore assume that N > 4. The functor
F : ((Schemes)) -+ ((Sets)) defined by:
F(S)

=

{

False elliptic curves with level V 1(N)
structure (A, i, aN) up to isomorphism over S}

is representable by a scheme X? (N) which is smooth, proper and of relative dimension 1
over Z [1 /N6]. We will work over Z, and will denote XD (N) ®7Zp again by XD (N). There is a
universal false elliptic curve with level V1 (N) structure over XD (N) which we will denote by
(AD (N), i, aN). Therefore for every false elliptic curve with level V 1 (N) structure,(A, i, aN)
over S, there exists a unique morphism of schemes over Z7, f : S - XD(N) such that
(Af
aN

+ *,(A D (N), i, aN)
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We will here Ex a choice of idempotents e1 4 1,0 and e2 = 1 - el in M 2 (Zp). Let
(A -s S, i) be a false elliptic curve over a Z scheme S. Then s,0 s inherits an action
of OD which tensored with the scalar action of Zp gives an action of M 2 (Zp) on s,
Define:
WA/S

As

e2-s*QA/S

AIS :=e2.Rls*OA.

If (A, i, aN) over S is obtained via f : S -+ XD (N), then we have WA/s = f*(A) (N)/X(N)
We will usually drop the subscript and write w when the
= f*WAD (N)/XD(N).
false elliptic curve is understood.

and 'A/S

Theorem 3.1. Let s denote the morphism A
0

(N)

X

-+

(N).

Wt--

* The short exact sequence

0

+

s*Qsiz,4 QO/,

-

-+

0

induces an isomorphism
tlDN)/Zp

Proof. See [8].
Corollary 3.2. Notation as above, we have:
* There is a Kodaira-Spencerisomorphism:
"

QXD(N)/Z

W

The invertible sheaf w k has degree k(g - 1) on geometric fibers of XD7(N) over Z,
where g denotes genus(XD (N) ®Z[1/N6] C).

We also recall the following result:
Proposition 3.3. The number of supersingualrpoints on XD (N)®F9 is given by (p-1)(g1).
D

Proof. See [8].
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Shimura Curves of Level V17(N) n Vo(p)

3.2

The functor F: ((Schemes/Zp)) -+ ((sets)) defined by:
F(S)

=

{

False elliptic curves with level V1(N) nVo(p)
structure (A, i, aN, H) up to isomorphism over S}

is representableby a scheme XD (N, p), which is proper, flat and of relative dimension 1 over
ZP. XD (N, p) is not smooth. Indeed the reduction modulo p of XD (N, p) is a curve over
Fp which consists of two isomorphicproper and smooth curves crossing transversally at the
finitely many supersingularpoints. There is a universal false elliptic curve with level V (N) n
Vo(p) structure (AD (N,p), i, aN, H) on XD(N,p). The transformation of functors which
corresponds to forgetting the finite flat subgroup of rank p 2 , gives a finite fiat morphism of
degree p + 1:

XD (N,p) -- + XD (N).
We can define in a similar manner the invertible sheaves w =
7*(WAD (N)/X

D

(N))

AD (N,p)/XD(N,p).

We have:

=AD (N,p)/X D(N,p)

Modular Forms With Respect to D

4

Let p be a prime number not dividing 6N. Let RO be a

Z7p-algebra.

Modular Forms of Level V1(N)

4.1

A modular form with respect to D, of weight k G Z and level V 1 (N) over RO is a rule which
assigns to any (A,i,aN,w) where:
" R is an Ro-algebra,
* (A, i,

aN)

is a false elliptic curve over R with level V 1 (N) structure,

" w is a basis for

WAIs,

an element f (A, i, aN,w) E R such that:
" f (A, i, azN, W) only depends on the R-isomorphism class of (A, i,
"

The formation of f (A, i,

aN, W)

aN , W),

commutes with arbitrarybase change of Ro-algebras,

"For any A E R* ,

f (A, i, aN, Aw)

=

11

A-kf/(A,5, aN,w).

Alternatively one can define a modular form with respect to D, of weight k G Z and
level V1 (N) over Ro to be a rule which assigns to any test object (A, i, aN) consisting of a
false elliptic curve with level V1(N) structure over an Ro-algebra R, a section f (A, i, aON) of
over Spec(R) such that:
-A
"

f (A, i, aN) depends only on the isomorphism class of (A, i, acN) over R,

" The formation of f (A, i,

aN) commutes with arbitrarychange of base over Ro.

The two definition are related by:

f (A, i, aN)

f (A, i, aN,W)Wok

=

Let us denote the space of modular forms of weight k and level V (N) over Ro by
SD (Ro, N, k ). Recall that (AP, (N) 9 Ro, i, aN) is the universal test object over XD (N) ( R o .
From definition it is immediate that:

SD(Ro,N,k) = Ho(XD (N) 9 Ro,

0k).

Notice that since we have no cusps on XD (N) 0 Ro all modular forms obtained this way
are holomorphic.

4.2

Modular Forms of Level V 1 (N) n Vo(p)

A modular form with respect to D, of weight k C Z and level V 1(N)
rule which assigns to any (A, i, aN, H) where:

n Vo(p) over Ro is a

" R is an Ro-algebra,

" (A, i, aN, H) is a false elliptic curve over R with level V1 (N) n Vo(p) structure,
a section f (A, i, aN, H) of Wok
A/R such that:
" f (A, i, aN , H) only depends on the R-isomorphism class of (A, i, a N, H),
" The formation of f (A, i, aN, H) commutes with arbitrarybase change of Ro-algebras.
We denote the space of all modular form of weight k c Z and level V1 (N)
Ro with respect to D, by SD(Ro, (Np), k). It is clear that:

n Vo (p) over

SD(Ro(N,p),k) = HO(XD(N,p) 0 Ro,wW k
There is a naturalmap:

SD(Ro, N, k)

-+

SD(Ro, (N, p), k),

which corresponds to pulling back a section ofw k via the projection XD (N, p)
12

-+ XD (N).

5

The Hasse Invariant

Let Ro be any Fp-algebra. We define the Hasse Invariant (with respect to D) as a modular
form of weight p - 1 and level V 1 (1) over Ro with respect to D. Let (A,i) be a false
elliptic curve over R, an Ro-algebra. One can turn A) in an obvious manner into a false
elliptic curve (A(P), i). Let w be a basis of WA/R on Spec(R). The Frobenius morphism
FrobAIR: A

-+

AW induces a homomorphism of R-modules:
Frob*

: H 1 (A(P),

0

A(P))

-+ H 1 (A, OA)

Using the idempotents e1 and e2 described in section 2, we can decompose H 1 (A, OA)
elH 1 (A, OA) x e 2 H 1 (A, OA). The same can be done for H 1 (A(P), OA()).
e1H 0 (A,Q /)~.
The existence of w shows that
By 3.1, we know e1H 1 (A,OA) -~+
(respectively H 1 ( A(P),)OA()) is a free R-module of rank 1 with basis r; = >
H 1 ( AO)
(respectively q(P)). Since FrobA/R commutes with the action of OD on A, there is a homomorphism:

Frob*/R: e2H (A(P),OAtp)) n e2 H 1 (A,OA)
Define the Hasse invariant which we will denote by H, as follows:

Frob*

W(P)) = H (A, i,w).

Let us compute the weight of H. Replacing w by Aw amounts to replacing r7 by A-

Frob*/R((A-',)(P)) - Frob* ()-P())

= A-PFrob*

W/())

-

1

,i:

A 1-PH(A, i, w).(A-1rq)

which proves that H is of weight p - 1.
We now show that if R = k is a held and (A, i) is a false elliptic curve over k, then
H(A, i) = 0 if and only if A is a supersingular abeilan surface. We know that A is
is a nilpotent homomorphism.
H(A(P), OAP)) -+ H 1 (OA,O)
supersingularif FrobOA(
Choose g c Gl 2 (Zp) such that g-leig = e 2 . This is always possible because any two
idempotents 5 0,1 in M 2 (Zp) are conjugate. Since the action of FrobA/k commutes with
that of g, Frob*k eiH 1 (A(P), OA(P)) -+ eiH 1 (A, QA) for i
1,2 are conjugate by g.
Therefore Frob/
e 2 H (A(P),

0

AP)

is nilpotent on H 1 A(P) , 0A()
which is equivalent to H(A, i)

=

iff it is nilpotent (and hence zero) on
0. We have proven the following:

Proposition 5.1. If p = 0 in R 0 , there is an H E MD(RO, V 1 (1),p - 1) which vanishes at
(A, i, w) exactly when A is supersingular.
We will use this result later:
Lemma 5.2. H has simple zeroes on XI(N)
13

0 F.

Proof. H is a section of w p- 1 on XD (N) 0 Fp. By 3.2, WOP' has degree (p - 1)(g - 1)
which is exactly the number of supersingular points on XD (N) g I-J by 3.3. So H vanishes
l
at each supersingular prime exactly once.

6

Lifting the Hasse Invariant

In the classical setting the Eisenstein series of weight p - 1, Ep_1(q), which is a modular
form of weight p - 1 and level 1 over Zp gives a canonical lifting of the Hasse invariant
to Zp (p > 3). Because of the lack of q-expansions, there are no Eisenstein series in this
context. However H can be noncanonically lifted to a modular form of weight p - 1 and
level V (N) over ZP. This lifting will make it possible to define p-adic modular forms over
our Shimura curves.

Lemma 6.1. Hl(XF (N), Wk) = 0 for k > 3.
Proof. First note that by corollary 3.2, H1(Xf (N) 0QP,, k) = HO (XF(N) 0 Q(,, 2-k)~ = 0
when k > 3. This shows that

Hl(Xf (N), wk) 0 QP = 0
and therefore pMHl(Xf (N), Wk) = 0 for some M > 0. Now with the same reasoning we get

Hl(Xf(N)IVpW k)=0. Now,
® F,
= H 1 (Xf (N),wk) ®F.
Dk)
1
H (XD (N), wk). But some power of p kills

0 = H'(X%(N)

Therefore pH1 (XD (N), w k) =

H' (XD (N), wk).

This proves the lemma.

Proposition 6.2. There is an element Ep_ 1 of SD((Zp, N,p - 1) such that
Ep1

Proof. Let w denote WAD

(N)/XD(N).

= H mod p.

The short exact sequence of OXD(N)-modules:

0 -+ wP-1 4

W_P

-+ LOP'

® F,

-+

0

gives rise to the long exact sequence of cohomologies:

0

-

-+

HO(Xf (N), wP-1)
P HO(XD (N),LwP-)
4 HO(X?(N) 0 FwP-l
H 1 (XfD(N),w@P-')=0
by lemma 6.1

This shows that H C H0 (XD (N) 0 FP,wP
Ho(Xf (N), w@P-).

1

F)

0 F,) can be lifted to a section Ep,

4

E

Fix a lifting once and for all. We will later show that our theory is independent of the
choice of Ep_1.
14

7

p-adic modular forms with respect to D

Let p > 3 be a prime number and Ro a p-adically complete Z-algebra. Let r E Ro. Following
Katz [11], we define the Ro-module SD (Ro, r, V1 (N), k) of p-adic modular forms over Ro of
growth condition r, level V1 (N) and weight k C Z (with respect to D):

E SD(Ror,Vi(N), k) is a rule which assigns to any (A,i, aNYW)

Definition 7.1. An element f
where:

" R is an Ro-algebra in which p is nilpotent,
" (A, i, aN) is a false elliptic curve with level V 1 (N) structure over R,
" w is a basis for -U)A/R,
" Y is an element of R such that YE_I(A,i,w)

= r.

an element f(A,i,aN,Y,w) C R such that:
" f(A, i, aN, Y, w) depends only on the isomorphism class of (A, i, aN, Y, w) over R,
" The formation of f (A, i, aN, Y, w) commutes with arbitrary base change of RO algebras
in which p is nilpotent,
" For any A E

R*,
f (A, i, aN

YW)

Akf (A, i, aN,Y, w)

We may equivalently think of f as a rule which assigns to any r-test object (A, i, aN,
where (A, i, aN) is a false elliptic curve with level V (N) structure over an Ro-scheme S on
01lP such that Y.Ep_1 = r, a section f (A, i, aN, Y)
which p is nilpotent and Y is a section of w-A/S
of wok
A/IR over S such that:
* f (A, i, aN, Y) depends only on the isomorphism class of (A, i, aN, Y) over R,
" The formation of f (A, i, aN, Y) commutes with arbitrarybase change of Ro algebras
in which p is nilpotent.
It is easy to see that the two definition are linked by

f (A,i, aN, Y)

=

f (A, i, aN,Y,w)wk

From the definition it is evident that
SD (Rol r, V(N), k) =

m n>.1SD (Ro/p r, V(N), k).
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One can make the same definitions by allowing R to vary in p-adically complete Roalgebras.
Any modular form f of weight k and level V(N) with respect to D, determines an
element f of SD (Ro, r, V1 (N), k) by defining:

f4(A,i,aN, Y)

8

=

f (A,,aN)

Structure of SD (R 0 , r, V1(N), k)

Lemma 8.1. Let X be any scheme over Ro and L a line bundle on X. Let
and r E Ro. The functor F : ((Schemes/Ro)) -- ((Sets)) defined by:
F(S) = {Ro-morphisms g: S

-4

I C HO(X, L-)

X together with a section Y of g*L s.t. Y.l

=

r}

is representable by Specx(Symm(L7)/<l - r>).
Proof. Cover X by affines {Spec(Ai)}EI1 such that there are isomorphisms LISpec(Aj)
Suppose that the transition functions with respect to this trivialization are
OSpec(Ai)
{C}zjEI and 1 is given by li on Spec(A.) under the above isomorphisms. Let g : S -4 X
be a morphism over Ro. To give a morphism h : S -+ Specx(Symm(L-)/<l - r>) lifting g
is equivalent to giving morphisms hi : g- 1 (Spec(Ai)) -4 Spec(Ai[Ti]/<liTi - r>) for i C I,
compatible with the relations T = a-Tj for i,j E I. This is the same as giving for each
i E I a section of Os on g- (Spec(Ai)), Y, such that Yi g*(aij) = Y for i, j E I and liYi = r,
0
which is nothing but a section Y of g*L on S with Y.l = r.
*

If we let X = X?(N) 0 Ro, L = wP
the following corollary:

1

Corollary 8.2. The functor F : ((Schemes/Ro))
F(S)=

{

= Ep_ 1 in the preceding lemma, we get

and

-

((Sets)) defined by:

All quadruples (A,i,aN,Y) up to isomorphism over S
where (A, i, aN) is a false elliptic curve with level
V1(N) structure over S and Y is a section of w l-Pon
=r }
S which satisfies : YEp

is representable by YD 0 Ro where

YD0e Ro = SpecXD(N)RO (Symm(

1

)<Ep_1

- r>).

9 Ro is (BD ORo , i , aN, Yr), where (BP 0 Ro, i, aN) is the
The universal object over
pullback of (AID (N) 0 Ro, i, aN) under the naturalprojection YD ORo -+ XD(N)oRo and
Y, is the restriction of the canonical section of ir*w®Pon SpecX( N)®RO(Symmw
to
YD 0 Ro (which is locally given by Ti). We often denote 7r*wA (N)/XD(N) by f or sometimes
p RO/yfRO if we need to be more speciic.
by B?
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Proposition 8.3. If p is nilpotent in RO, there is a canonical isomorphism:

SD(Ro, r, 1(N), k) -~-+

H' (Xf (N) 0 Ro,

O k+i(P1)/< EP_ 1 -

r>)

i20
Proof. Note that the subsheaf< Ep
a sheaf of modules over e

1

- r> is defined by considering

E

gok+j(p-1) as

OJ(P-1). Since p is nilpotent in Ro, any Ro-algebra is padically complete. Therefore an element of SD(Ro, r, V (N), k) is a function of test objects
(A, i, aN, Y) over all Ro-algebras. This means:
.o>

SD (Ro,rl Vi(N) k)

-+-4

Ho (Yr 9 Ro, Wk)

Now we note that in general if X is a scheme, F a sheaf of Ox-algebras and g is a locally
free Ox-module, then Ho(Specx(y),7r*g) - H 0 (X,Y 0 9), where 7r denotes the map
Specx (F) -± X. In our case we have:
H%(Yg 0 Rol

k)

= HO(SpecXD(N) R(Symm(w ®P)/<Ep 1
0

= H (Xf (N)
= H 0 (XF (N)

DR,
j> 0
R,

@i(pl)/<EP_

1 -

ok+j(p--)/<Ep-

-

r>),wk)
r> ®Wgk)

_ r>)

which proves the desired result.
Note: Any section f of w9k+j(P-1) on Xf (N)9 Ro (i.e a modular form of weight k + j(p- 1)
and level V1 (N) over Ro) determines an element f' of SD (Ro, r, V1 (N), k). In fact working
locally as in lemma 8.1, we see that if f is locally given by fi, then f' is given by fiTj. This
means that

f' = f.Y,
where Yr can be viewed as an element of SD (Ro, r, V1 (N), 1 - p) such that
Yr(AiaN,Y)

-Y.

When p is not nilpotent in Ro we can give a description of p-adic modularforms as limits
of classical modular forms. Despite of lack of q-expansions in this context, the following
proposition provides a description of modular forms which is similar to Serre's definition in
the classical setting. We assume Ro to be a p-adically complete ZP algebra flat over ZP.
Proposition 8.4. Let Ro be a p-adically complete ZP algebra flat over ZP and r C Ro not
a zero divisor. Assume that either k =0 or k > 3. Then the natural map:

m n;> ((G SD (Zp, N, k + j(p - 1))) Oz, Ro /p" /<E_ 1

j20
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-

r>- ~

SD(RO r, V(N), k)

where the above map is induced by taking inverse limit of the natural maps

(H 0 (Xg (N),

®w(k+J(P-))) 9 Ro/pn)/<Ep _

r>-+SD (Ro/pn, r, V (N), k).

-

Proof. This is as in [11]. Let -T denote the sheaf G~>o

wOk+j(P-1)

on XD (N) and .F denote

Y 0 Ro/pn. There is a short exact sequence of sheaves on XD (N):
+

n -+ FT/<Ep_1 - r>-+0

n

Writing the long exact sequence of cohomology we get:

0

->

H0 (Xf (N) Fn) E-4r
H I(Xf
(N), Fn) -+ H0 (XF(N),.Fn/<Ep_1 - r>)
- H 1 (X (N), Yn) EpVr H1(Xf (N), Y) -+ H 1 (XF(N), F /<Ep 1 - r>)

0

-

First assume k > 3. Then by lemma 6.1 we know that H 1 (XF (N), F) = 0. This shows
that
H 0 (X1 (N),Fn) = H0 (X1 (N),JF) ® Ro/p",

H1 (X1 (N),Fn) = 0.
Since XD (N) is a curve, the latter implies that:
HO(XD (N),,+1)

__+HO (XD

(N), F,)

is surjective. Thus in this case the H0 terms in the above exact sequence form a short
exact sequence of inverse systems in which the first one has surjective transition morphisms.
Taking inverse limits we get:

(i-m n> 0(Ho(X (N), 97) o Ro/"

/<Ep,1 - r>-~-+

-Mn>oHD(X1(N), Fn/<Ep-1 - r>)

But H 0 (XF(N),YFn/<Ep-1 - r>) = SD(Ro /p, r, Vi(N), k) and therefore we get the
desired isomorphism.

Now assume that k

=

0. Since p - 1 > 3 we can again apply lemma 6.1 to deduce that

H 1 (XF (N), F) = HI(XD (N), OXD(N)) which implies that:
H0 (XF (N),Fn) = H 0 (XI (N),F) 0 Ro/p"
HI(XfD(N), 9n) = H1 (X (N), OXD(N)) 0 Ro p/
The above long exact sequence now becomes:

0

-

H0 (XI(N),F) 0 Ro/p

-+

H'(X1 (N) OXD(N))

-4

H 1 (Xf (N), OXD(N))

H 0 (XF(N),-n/<Ep1
Ro/pn 4 H 1 (X)(N), OXD(N)) f Ro/p"
0Ro
p r >-+ 0
-

H 0 (Xf(N),F) 0 Ro/p"

To complete the proof we recall a lemma from [11]:
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-

-

r>)

Lemma 8.5. Let 0 -+ K 0 -+ K 1 -+ K 2 ... be a long exact sequence in the category
of inverse systems of abelian groups. Suppose that for all j 5 Jo the inverse system Ki
has surjective transition morphisms and that UmKjO+1 -+ m Kl +2 --+ m KjO+ 3 is exact.
Then

0

mK 0 -+ im K'

-+

n

K

2

-

is exact
Applying the lemma to our situation we get an exact sequence of inverse systems which
has six terms. But the map:

_mny H 1 (XF (N), OX f (N)) 0 Ro/p'
is injective because H 1 (Xf (N),

0

+ _n>H

1 (X?(N),

OXDf(N)) & f/p

XD(N)) is a finite free Zp module and r is not a zero divisor

in _m,,>noRo/pn -- + Ro. This breaks the exact sequence of six terms to two short exact
sequences and the first short exact sequence gives the desired isomorphism as in the first
part.

Note: As a result of the note after proposition 8.3, any f E HO(X?(N) 0 Ro wk+j(p-19
determines a p-adic modular form in SD(RO, r, 1(N), k) which is given by f.Y .
Let us examine the result of proposition 8.4 more closely when r = 1. Let us fix k and
define the Ro algebra

B :=EDSD(&0 k + j(p - 1), N) /<Ep-1 - I>.
j>0

By proposition 8.4 SD (Ro, 1, V1 (N), k) is isomorphic to the p-adic completion of B which
we call B. Any element of B can be represented by an infinite formal sum:
n>0 f n

fn E SD(Ro, N, k + j(p - 1))

in which fn -+ 0 as n -+ oc. On the other hand we have the relations gEp_ 1 = g for any
element of B. Define the partial sums
n

Fn =Z fj
j=0
Clearly Fn + En>0 fn as n -* oc. Using the relations in B we deduce the following
equation in B:
Fn=

fjE - E S (R, N,k+n(p -1))
j=0
19

This shows that any element of SD(RO, 1, V 1(N), k) can be written as a p-adic limit of
classical modular forms. This is where the similarity to Serre's definition of classicalp-adic
modular forms rises. However there are no q-expansions in this context and we can not give
the counterpart of Serre's definition. In the following section we will discuss this issue more
carefully and also for general r.

8.1

A Banach Basis for SD(R0,r,V1 (N),k)

As was explained in the previous section, we will study the structure of the Banach Ro module SD(R o , r, V1 (N), k) more closely by fnding a Banach basis for this space consisting of
classicalmodular forms. This description will shed more light on the relation between classical and p-adic modular forms with respect to D. We will continue to make the assumptions
in proposition 8.4.
Lemma 8.6. The injective homomorphism of finite free Z
PD1Z,
N,

modules:

S)D(Z,, N, k + (n + 1) (p -1)

k + n(p -

admits a section.
Proof. It is enough to show that the cokernel of the above homomorphism is finite and
free over Zp. It is clearly finite over Z,. We will prove flatness. Assume that for some
f E SD(Zp,N,k+ (n+ 1)(p- 1)) we havepf = E , _1 g for some g E SD(Zp,N, k +n(p- 1)).
Reducing modulo p we get Hg = 0 over XD (N) 0 F , . Since H has a finite number of zeroes,
we have p = 0. This shows that g = ph for some h E SD(Zp, N, k + (n + 1)(p - 1)). Thus
p(f - Ep ih) = 0 which implies f = Ep1 h since SD(Zp, N, k + (n + 1)(p - 1)) is flat over
Z. This proves that SD (Z,,N, k + (n + 1)(p - 1))/EP1 ISD (Zp, N, k + n(p - 1)) is finite free
over ZP.
Let's fix such a section for all n, k. We get the correspondingdecomposition:

SD(Z PN, k + (n + 1)(p - 1)) = EpiSD(Zp,N, k + n(p - 1)) e BD(N, k, n + 1).
We also define:

BD(N, k, 0) =SD (Z , , N, k).
Over the base Ro we define:

BD(Ro, N, k, n) = BD(N, k, n) O Ro.
Corollary 8.7. There is an isomorphism:

Ei-o BD(Ro, N, k,j)

SD (RO, N, k + n(p - 1))
j" EZ"obT ,

-~+

Z=obj
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In particularif

f

E SD(RO, N, k

+ n(p - 1)) can be written as
n

f=

E
j=0

then

f = 0 mod p"m iff bj = 0 mod p' for 0

<J

<n.

We now define the Banach RO module B D (Ro, N, k), whose elements are all formal sums
3

bj E BD(Ro,N,k,j),

>0 bj

whose terms tend to zero as n -4

Indeed BgD(Ro, N, k) is the p-adic completion of

00.

(jO

BD (Ro, N, k, j). We will show that all of the spaces SD (RO, r, V 1 (N), k) are isomorphic
to this Banach RO module.
Theorem 8.8.
(n>O

The inclusion of BP (Ro, N,k) in the p-adic completion of

SD (RO, N, k + n(p - 1)) induces an isomorphism:

~+SD (Ro,r,V1(N), k)
bnYr"
E
Zn>O

BP (RoN,k)
Zn>O bn

where Yr is the p-adic modular form of weight 1 - p whose value on any r-test object

(Ai,aNY) is Y.
Proof. Note that this map is defined via the isomorphism of proposition 8.4. The image of
En>O bn is represented by the same summation as an element of the p-adic completion of
HO (XD (N) ® Ro, E3 O SD (Ro,N, k + j(p - 1))/<E 1 - r>. Also the note after proposition
8.4 shows that the image of any bn in SD(Ro, r, V (N), k) is the p-adic modular form bnY"
and hence the image of En o b2, is given by
bnYj".
n2

(

n>O

bn EE BS%(RoNk) we have:

To prove the injectivity assume for En>

fn,

bn = (Ep_ 1 - r)

n>O

n>O

where fn C SD (Ro, N, k + n(p - 1)) and fn -+ 0 as n -+
show that:
r n+f=-

E_

0

ribjEn)

00.

By a simple induction we can

Vn > 0

Let jo be the smallest index for which bjO $ 0. From the above formula and by corollary
8.7, fn = 0 mod pm iff rib, = 0 mod pM for all 0 < j < n. Now for any M > 0, there exists
21

n ;> Jo such that f, = 0 mod pM. This implies rJ.bjO = 0 mod pm for all M > 0. Therefore
ri0 byj = 0 and thus b3o = 0. This contradicts the choice of jo and proves the injectivity.
Next we prove the surjectivity. Let En>O f, be such that fn -- 0 as n -+ 00. By
corollary 8.7 we have a decomposition of fn:
n

fn =

E E1bj(n)
j=0

with bj(n) C BD(Ro, N, k, j). Again fn - 0 mod pM implies that br(n) - 0 mod pm for all
0 < j < n. Thus bj(n) tends to zero uniformly in J, as n -+ oo. Now fn has the same image

in SD (Ro, r, V1(N), k) as:
n

fn=

r"' bj (n)
j=0

which is obtained from the expression for

fn

bI :

by replacing Ep_1 with r. Define

r bj(n).
n>j

The uniform convergence of bj (n) in J implies that b'. tends to zero as j + oc. Now it
is clear that Ei;, b is an element of B,%(Ro, N,k) which maps to > 1> f , which has the
same image in SD (Ro, r, V1 (N), k) as En,>0

fn.

This shows that if we choose a basis {b

This proves the surjectivity.
)

LI

for each BD(Ro,N,k,n), then the set

{bj) Y," },j forms a Banach basis for SD (RO, r, V1 (N), k). In other words any p-adic modular
form f C SD(R0 ,r,V1(N),k) can be written as Zn, A
zero as n + j goes to o0.

.b)Yn in which An,j E RO tends to

Corollary 8.9. If r 2 = rrl in RO, the canonical mapping:

SD (Ro r2,N, k)

D

(t 0 , r,, N, k)

defined from the transformation of functors:

(A, i, aN, Y)

(A, i, N, rY

is injective. In terms of the described Banach basis, it is given by:

B I?(Ro, N,k)

B P (Ro, N,k)
Pn>o

En> rn bn

bn

Proof. This is immediate from looking at the induced endomorphism of BP (RO, N, k).
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El

Corollary8.9 tells us that any element of SD (Ro , r, V 1(N), k) for ord(r) > 0, which we
call an overconvergent modular form, determines a unique element of SD (Ro, 1, V1 (N), k)
whose elements are called convergent modular forms. We will later see the reason behind
this terminology. In fact for our purposes we are mostly interested in understanding the
overconvergent modular forms. It turns out that it is often more difficult to prove similar
results for overconvergent modular forms, compared to the convergent ones. It is interesting
to have a criterion which can decide whether a convergent modular form is overconvergent.
Indeed there is an easy answer to this question in terms of the Banach basis. We are still
making the assumptions of proposition 8.4.
Corollary 8.10. Assume r is not a unit in Ro. Let f E SD(Ro,1,V

1

(N), k) and

f = 1 bnY1"
n>O

be its expansion in terms of our Banach basis. Then f is in SD (Ro, r, V1 (N), k) (or more
precisely in the image of the inclusion) iff rn divides bn in SD(RO, k + (p - 1)n, N) for all
n ;> 0 and bn /r -+ 0 as n -+ oc.

E

Proof. It is clear from theorem 8.8.

9

p-adic Modular Forms in the Rigid Setting

In section 8, we derived a description of p-adic modular forms as sections of line bundles over
certain schemes, when p is nilpotent in the ground ring. To give a similar description for
more general ground rings we have to work with formal schemes and rigid analytic varieties.

9.1

Formal Schemes and Rigid Analytic Varieties

Throughout this section we assume Ro to be a complete valuation ring of mixed characteristic
(O,p), with field of fractions K and the valuation normalized such that ord(p) = 1.
J. Tate in [17] introduced the notion of a rigid analytic space over K which is similar to
the notion of an analytic space over C. Every rigid space is equipped with a Grothendieck
topology and a structure sheaf 0 an whose sections on any open set U are the "holomorphic"
{x C K |xv < 1}.
functions on U. A basic example of the a rigid space is the unit ball B 1
The global sections of 0" are exactly the convergent power series on B1 . In fact B1 is the
K

simplest example of an affinoid over K. Affnoids are a special class of rigid spaces. They
are the building blocks of rigid analytic spaces as affine schemes are in algebraicgeometry.
One can define the notion of a coherent sheaf of modules as well as its cohomologies on any
rigid space. Tate showed that one can equip any algebraic variety over K with an analytic
structure and make it into a rigid analytic space so that any Zariski open set remains open
and all the algebraic functions on it become holomorphic. In other words, there exists a
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functor:
an: ((Algebraic Varieties/K)) -+ ((Rigid Spaces/K))
X
+ Xan.
This functor takes any sheaf of modules - on X to a sheaf of modules Jan
is known that there is a rigid GAGA theorem for this functor:

on Xan. It

Theorem 9.1. If X is a closed subscheme of P'
i.

F

+

yan is an equivalence of categories between algebraic and rigid coherent sheaves.

ii. Hi(XF) -~+ Hi(Xanyan) for each i.
iii. The functor "an" is a fully faithful functor.
Therefore we can think of any algebraic variety over K as a rigid analytic space via an.
Often we will let X denote its analyfication Xan. There are, of course, many rigid analytic
spaces which are not algebraic. M. Raynaud has constructed a functor which associates to
any admissible formal scheme over Ro, a rigid analytic space. A formal scheme is admissible
if it is flat over Ro and is locally topologically finitely generated. This functor is described

in [3].
rig : ((Admissible Formal Schemes/Ro))

-

((Rigid Analytic Spaces/K))
Xrig
X

X

One can associate to any sheaf of modules Y on X to a sheaf of modules yrig on Xrig.
Theorem 9.2.

i. The functor "rig" is a faithful functor.

ii. Any rigid algebraic variety over K is in the image of this functor.
iii. If X is a variety over Ro and X is its completion in the maximal ideal of R 0 , then
there is an open immersion ±i"g -+ (X 0 K)an which is an isomorphism when X is
proper over Ro.

9.2

Formal Schemes Setting

Throughout this section we assume Ro to be a complete valuation ring of mixed characteristic
(0,p) and with feld of fractions K. Recall that for r C Ro we defined YF 0 Ro to be
SpecXD(N)0RO(Symm(wP 1)/<Ep_ - r>). If r = 1, this is an affine scheme.
Definition 9.3. Let YD 0 Ro denote the formal scheme over Ro defined by the completion
of Y( 0 Ro along the closed subscheme defined by p = 0. Denote the completion of BP 9 Ro
and w on YD 0 Ro by BD? ORo and
®!§POR
/ D®R or simply W.
0

Proposition 9.4. SD(Ro,r,Vi(N), k)

-

0

HO( y
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0 Ro,

k)

Proof.

H 0 (yZ

ORo,wk)

=
=
=

Let r1 , r 2

E

RO be such that r1

n;>H

0

(Y 0 Ro/pn xWk)

4n>S(Ro/p"

rr2 . There is a morphism

YD ORR

_ - DY0

which on the moduli level is defined by (A,i,aN, Y)
There is also a morphism

X

Y o Ro

R
" (A, i, aN, rY).

(N)

which is obtained by completion of the natural map YD 0 RO

9.3

r,N,k)

SD (Ro,r, V1(N), k)

-+

XD (N) 0 Ro.

Rigid Setting

In this section we assume that RO is a complete discrete valuation ring of mixed characteristic
(0, p), with field of fractions K and valuation normalized so that ord(p) = 1. Let K. denote
the completion of an algebraic closure of K and denote its ring of integers by Rx
Let X be a reduced proper flat scheme of finite type over RO and L a line bundle on X.
Let s be a global section of L. In [7] Coleman explains how to associate to this data affinoid
subdomains of X 0 K. Let x be a closed point of X 0 K with residue field Kx, which is a
finite extension of K and carries a unique extension of norm of K. Let R_ denote its ring of
integers. Then since X is proper, the morphism Spec(K,) -4 X correspondingto x extends
to a morphism f. : Spec(Rx) -+ X. Now since Rx is a discrete valuation ring, fx*(L) is a
trivial line bundle generated by a section t. Let fx*(s) = at with a E Rx. Define 1s(x)I = |al,
which is independent of choice of t. For any r E IKoI, there is a unique rigid subspace
X (r) of (X 0 K) a, which is a finite union of affinoids and whose close points are points x of
X 0 K such that Is(x)j ;> r. Coleman shows that if X is an irreduciblecurve and r E IK"1,
then X(r) is an affinoid subdomain of X 0 K unless L = Ox and s is nowhere vanishing,
in which case X(r) = X.
Definition 9.5. Do the same construction as above with X = XD(N) 9 Ro, L = WP- 1 and
s = Ep- 1 to obtain affinoid subdomains XD(r) of X?(N) 0 K for each r G IK I. Denote
the analyfication of w on XD(N) 0 K and its restrictions to any affinoid XD(r), again by

W.
When r = 1, XD (r) contains all the points at which Ep_ 1 has norm exactly 1. In other
words it contains all the points x such that H does not vanish at the reduction of x modulo
the maximal ideal of Ro. So XD(1) (the ordinary part of XD (N) 0 K)) is obtained by
removing from the Shimura curve, those false elliptic curves which have a supersingular
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reduction modulo the maximal ideal of Ro.. The complement of XD(1) is the union of the
finitely many supersingulardiscs (each disc consists of all points whose reduction is a fixed
supersingularfalse elliptic curve with level V(N) structure in characteristicp). Allowing
r to be less than 1, corresponds to removing smaller supersingulardiscs from XD (N) 0 K.
The ordinarypart, XD(1), is an affinoid subdomain of XD(r) for each r K 1.
By rigid GAGA 9.1, modular forms of weight k and level V1 (N) with respect to D over
K are exactly the sections of w k on (XD (N) 0 K)an. We will consider the sections of the
same line bundle over the smaller affinoids XD(r).
We define a convergent modular form of weight k and level V (N) over K to be an
element of HO(XD(1), WOk). An overconvergent modular form of weight k and level V 1(N)
These modular forms
and growth condition r over K is an element of HO(XD(r), WOk)
are called overconvergent since they can be partially extended to supersingulardiscs. Not
surprisingly,these modular forms are related to p-adic modular forms with respect to D.
Proposition 9.6. Let r E Ro. Then YD 0 Ro is an admissible formal scheme and there
is an isomorphism (YF 0 Ro)r 9 ~-+ XD(IrO- If r1 = r.r2 , then the following diagram is
commutative:
> XD(r

(YD )i9

)

XD

(YD )rig

(Xf (N))ri9

2

> (Xf

(N) 0 K) a"

Proof. Let {Spec(C3) }gE be a covering of Xf (N) ORo, each element of which intersects the
special fibre and such that the restriction of w to Spec(Cj) is trivial and generated by section
tj. Let Ep_ 1 = ajtj over Spec(Cj). Then YD ORo has a covering {Spec(Cj[tj]/ < ajtj -r >
with gluing data induced by those of the covering of X? (N)ORo. Completing along the
0 subscheme, we obtain YD D R 0 , in which the above covering becomes {Spf (6j << tj >
> /<ajtj - r >) }E where C denotes the p-adic completion of C. This shows that y, 0 Ro
is locally topologically finitely generated. Also an argument like in 8.6, shows that YF 0 Ro
is flat over Ro. Therefore Yf 0 Ro is admissible. Now the the image of Yf 0 Ro under the
Raynaud's functor is given by a covering {Sp(Oj 0 K <<t >> / <ajtj - r >)}jEI with the
induced gluing data. On the other hand {Sp(O3 ®K)}jE with the induced gluing data, gives
)}jE

p

=

us (Xf (N) 0 Ro)". But by proposition 7.2.3.4 of [41, Sp(6j 0 K <<ty >> / < at1 - r >)
is the affinoid subdomain of Sp(Cj O K) on which jajf ; !rl. To get the diagram first note
that the lower isomorphism is given by 9.2 iii., as X?(N) 0 Ro is proper over Ro.
commutativity of the diagram follows by looking at image of tj in each chart.
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The
E

Lemma
Then:

9.7. Let X be an admissible formal scheme. Let F be a locally free sheaf on X.

Ho(X"g,

rig) = H 0 (X,

Y) 0 K.

Proof. We only need to show this for - = Ox. Since the functor rig is faithful, there is an
injection H 0 (X, Ox) oK -+ HO(X"ig, (9). We need to prove surjectivity. Cover X with a
finite number of affinoid opens {Spf(Ci)}, such that each open intersects the special fibre.
We get a finite covering of X"g with affinoid opens {Sp(Ci 0 K)}. This shows that over
any of these affinoid subdomains, we can multiply the given section by a power of 7r (7r a
generator of maximal ideal of Ro), such that it comes from a section on X. Now because
the cover is finite, multiplying the global section by a large enough power of ir, it lies in the
E
image of rig. We are done.
We are now able to link the (over)convergent modular forms with p-adic modular forms
with respect to D.
Corollary 9.8. If r E Ro we have:

SD(RorV(N),k) D K = HO(XD (

9k).

Proof. By proposition 9.6 and lemma 9.2 we have:
HO(XD(IrI),w k)

=
-

=

H0 ((YfD 0 Rt)"i,2k)

H0(YF Ro,w k)0K
SD(RorV1(N),k)0 K.

From now on, if r E Ro, we denote XD(Ir) by XD(r)
Corollary 9.9. SD(Ro, r,V(N),0) 9 K is a K affinoid algebra and
X D (r) = Sp(SD(Ro, r, V(N),

0) 9 K).

Proof. Since XD(r) is an affinoid, it is equal to Sp(HO(XD(r), OXD(.))). But by the above
corollary
HO(XD (r), OXD(r)) =

H (YD 9 Ro,;D®R) 9 K = SD(Ro,r, V(N),0) & K.

This also shows that SD (Ro, r, V1 (N), 0) is a K affinoid algebra.

E

The results of this section prove that our theory of p-adic modular forms is independent
of lifting of H as long as we assume that ord(r) < 1, because any two such liftings have the
same absolute value and define the same rigid analytic spaces XD (r).
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The description of p-adic modular forms as sections of certain line bundles over rigid
analytic spaces, will allow us to use rigid geometry in our study of these objects. This
rigid geometric description is essential in construction of the U operator of overconvergent
modular forms and in the study of its eigenforms.
We end this section by defining the universal family of false elliptic curves over XD(r)
We define AD(r) to be the image of D? 0 Ro under the Raynaud's functor rig.
AD(r):= (ID

0 Ro"

This is a family of false elliptic curves over XD(r). We will study this more, later on.

10

p-divisible and Formal Group of a False Elliptic Curve

Let R be a p-adically complete Zp-algebra. Let (A, i) be a false elliptic curve over R. Let
H be a finite flat subgroup scheme of A which is stable under the action of OD on A
and is killed by pf for some n > 1. Since ZP acts via Z/p"Z on H, we gain an action of
OD 0 Zp -I+ M 2 (Zp) on H. Recall our choice of idempotents e 1 , e2 in M 2 (Zp) from section 2
and fix g such that g-1e1g = e2. Let H' denote Ker(ei : H -+ H). It is easy to see that the
inclusions H' -+ H give an isomorphism H1 x H 2 _~+- H. Clearly g induces an isomorphism
H I -~-+ H 2 .
For each n > 1, let A[p'] denote the kernel of multiplication by pf in A. By the above
discussion, for each n > 1, we have a decomposition:

A[ p"], x A[ p"]2

~+A[ p"].

Also g gives us functorial isomorphisms:
2
g: A[p"] 1 -4 A[pn1 .

These isomorphisms are compatible for different n and therefore induce a similar decomposition of the p-divisible group of A:

A[p ]' x A[poc] 2
g : A[p]'

4 A[p ]

~+ A[poo]2.

Lemma 10.1. Let H be a finite flat subgroup of A which is killed by p for some n > 1.
H is stable under action of OD iff it can be written as H' x H 2 where H 1 is a finite flat
subgroup of A[p"] 1 and H 2 is the image of H1 under the isomorphism g : A[p"]I ~+ A[p"] 2.
Proof. By discussions in the beginning of this section, we only need to show that any such H
is stable under action of OD. The elements of M 2 (Zp), given by el, e 2 , ge2, g 1 el, generate
M 2 (Zp) over Z,. Since H is stable under any of these actions, it is so under the action of
M 2 (Zp) and hence of OD.
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We now study the formal group associated to a false elliptic curve. The formal group
associated to A -+ S which we denote by GA/s or simply by GA, is the completion of A
along the identity section. Assume GA is given by a 2-dimensional formal group law. That
is always possible after a localization on the base. As always e1 and e 2 denote our choice of
idempotents in M 2 (Zp).
Since R is a p-adically complete Z7p-algebra, there is an action of Z7P on GA. On the
other hand any endomorphism of A induces an endomorphism of GA and hence we obtain
M 2 (Zp) acts on GA. Let
an action of OD on GA. As a result one sees that OD 0 Z
+ GA induce an
G' denote Ker(ei : GA -+ GA) for i = 1,2. Then the inclusions G'
isomorphism

G' x G2 -

GA.

Furthermore since e 1 and e 2 are conjugate by g we have an isomorphism
~+ G2.

g : G'

We prove that over an integral base these formal group schemes are given by formal
group laws.
be a
Lemma 10.2. Let R-- +S be a homomorphism of commutative rings. Let S-R
surjection such that 7r' o 7r = idR. Let I = Ker(7r'). Assume that S is complete in the

I-adic topology and that I/I2 is free of rank d as a module over S/I = R. Then there is a
surjection R~xI, ...xd] -+ S.
Proof. :
Choose 61 ... , 6 in I so that their images I/I2 form a basis over R. Define a morphism
f : R~xi, ...XJ -- S by sending xi to 6 i for i = 1, .., d. This is possible because 6i's
are in I and S is I-adically complete. From this definition it is evident that the induced
map grk(Rxi, ...Xd )--+Ik/Ik+1 is surjective. Suppose s E S and so = Po = s mod I in
R. Suppose we have chosen si E P and Pi C gr 2 (R~xi, ... aXd)such that f (P) = si for
such
Si E Ik. We can then choose Pk E grk(R~xi, ...zXd)
i = 0,..., k - 1 and that s _ s mod Ik+1. This way we can define si and Pi as above for
that sk := f(k) = s -all i > 0. Now it is clear from the above construction that s = E>s.
Let P := Z>o Pi
which is convergent. Then we have f(P) = s. This proves surjectivity of f.

Proposition 10.3. If R is a domain,then G' for i = 1, 2 is given by a formal group law.
Proof. Since GA is given by a formal group law, we have GA ~+ Spf(RVxi, X2]). Let the
action of el and e2 on GA be given by (h 1 (xi,x 2 ),h 2 (Xi,x 2 )) and (g1(X1,x2),g2(Xi,x2))
resepctively. Then G1 = Ker(ei) = Spf(R~xIx 2]/(hi,h 2 )). Denote R~x1 ,X 2 ]/(hi,h2 )
by S and let I be the ideal of S generated by X1, X2. S is complete in the I-adic topology.
Since el induces an idempotent endomorphism of GA, we know Jac(hi, h 2 ) is an idempotent
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matrix. By a linear change of coordinates we can assume Jac(hi, h 2 ) = ( 1

)

in

M

2

(ZP).

This means hi(xi, X 2 ) = X 1 mod (X 1 , x 2 )2 and h 2 (Xi, X 2 ) = 0 mod (Xi, x 2 ) 2 . Now I/I2
+ (hi, h 2 )) = (X1,X 2 )/((X1, x 2 ) 2 + (X1)) = R.X 2 which is clearly free of
rank 1 over R. Applying the lemma gives a surjection RitJ -+ Rix, X2 ]1/(hi, h 2 ) in which
the image of t is x 2 . We prove the injectivity. We have :
(X 1 , X2 )/((Xi, x

2)

2

Rit]J -

Rixi, x 21/(hi, h 2 )

-4

R*i, X2

in which the second map corresponds to projection GA -+ GX. Thus the image of (XI, X 2 )
under this map is (91, 92). Now if l(t) is in the kernel of the above surjection, then the image
of l(t) in R~xi, x 2 ] under the above composite is 0. But this image is l(g 2 (x 1 , X 2 )). Now
using that R is a domain and considering the factor of 92 with minimum degree, we easily
deduce that 1(t) = 0 unless 92 = 0. In that case since e2 is idempotent we get gi(gi, 0)
gi.
A similar argument considering the term with minimum degree in gi (x, 0) implies gi = 0.
But this means e 2 = 0 which is not the case. To get the final result we note that any formal
group scheme of the form Spf(Rit]) is given by a formal group law.
Now we recall a general fact about formal group laws of dimension 1 from [11].
Proposition 10.4. Let R be a Zp-algebra and G a 1-dimensional formal group law over R.
There exists a coordinate x on G such that for each (p - 1)'st root of unity IEZP we have
[(](x) = (x. (where [(] denotes the power series in x giving the action of e 7/
Z on G). In
this coordinate multiplication by p takes a special form:
00

cm.xm(P-1)+1

[p](x) = px + axP +
m=2

where a, cn(n > 2) E R and cn C pR unless n =1 mod p.
Proof. : This is proposition 3.6.6 of [11].

Now let (A, i) be a false elliptic curve over a Zp-algebra, R. Let x be a coordinate on
G1 as above. In particularwe can write
00

[p](x) = px + aAXz +

: cm.xm(P1)+1.
m=2

Let w denote the dual differential with respect to this coordinate. Then w can be written
as w = (1 +
_I amxm)dx.
Proposition 10.5. With notation as above, aA is congruent to Ep_ 1 (A, i, w) mod pR.
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G} denote the VerProof. We will use - to denote reduction mod p. Let V : (G )(P)
schebung and F : d -+ (G1 )(P) denote the Frobenius morphism. Assume
-

V(x)

=

ax

+ terms of higher degree

in which a is determined by the relation V*(CD) = aC(P). But we have F*(W2 (P))
Thus

H(A, i, C)

=

=

(P) 0 y

F*Q(P))(D) = W(P) o V*(CD) = g(P)a((P)) = a.

But:
[p](x) = V(F(x)) = V(xP) = axP + terms of higher degree
which shows that a =

&A.

This means dQ

=

H(A, i,C,)) or equivalently

Ep_ 1 (A, i, w) = aA mod p.

11

Canonical Subgroup Theorem

Throughout this section we assume RO to be a complete discrete valuation ring of mixed
characteristic(O,p) for which ord(p) = 1.
In this section we will construct the canonical subgroup of a false elliptic which is not
"too supersingular". To motivate, let (A, i) be a false elliptic curve over RO whose associated
formal group GA is isomorphic to the 2-dimensional multiplicativeformal group over R. The
kernel of multiplication by p in GA is therefore isomorphic to the group scheme p x pa over
R which can be thought of as a finite flat subgroup scheme of A. It has rank p 2 and is
stable under the action of OD and lifts the kernel of FrobA. This is called the Canonical
Subgroup Scheme of A. It is clear that the false elliptic curves of the form above have
ordinaryreduction mod p. In analogy to the classical case [12] we prove the existence of a
canonical subgroup for any false elliptic curve which is not too supersingular.
Theorem 11.1. (Canonical Subgroup Theorem)
i. Let r C RO with ord(r) < p/(p + 1).
r-test object (A, i, aN, Y), where:

There is a canonical way to associate to every

-

(A, i,aN) is a false elliptic curve with level V(N) structure over a p-adically
complete Ro-algebra R,

-

Y is a section of

0-P which satisfies YEp-

a finite flat subgroup scheme H of A such that:
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1 =

r,

-

H has rank p 2 and is stable under the action of

OD,

- H depends only on the R-isomorphism class of (AIR,i, a, Y),
-

The formation of H commutes with arbitrary base change of p-adically complete
Ro-algebras,

- If p/r = 0 in R, then H can be identified with the kernel of Frobenius FrobA
A -4 A).
ii. Let r G RO with ord(r) < 1/(p + 1). There is a canonical way to associate to every
(A/R,i,a,Y) as in part i., an rP-test object ( A'/R,i,a',Y' ) where:
- (A', i, aN) is the quotient of (A, i, aN) by H,
-

Y' is a section of w,

p which satisfies: Y'Ep_1 = rP,

such that:
- Y' depends only on the R-isomorphism class of (A/R,i,a,Y),
- The formation of Y' commutes with arbitrary base change of p-adically complete
RO-algebras,
- If p/r = 0 in R, then Y' is equal to Y(P) on A(P) = A/H.
Proof. We will construct the canonical subgroup by studying the formal group associated
to a false elliptic curve. First we construct a precanonical subscheme for formal groups.
Construction of precanonical subscheme for formal groups over Ro-algberas flat
over Zp:
Lemma 11.2. Let R be a p-adically complete Ro-algebra which is flat over Z and r E RO
with ord(r) < p/(p + 1) and r 1 = -p/r C RO. Let G be a formal group scheme over R
which is defined by a one dimensional formal group law. By 10.4 there is a coordinate x
on G for which [(](x) = (x for ( any (p - 1)'st root of unity in Z, and we have [p](x) =
px + axP + terms of higher degree. Assume that there are y, b E R such that (a +pb)y = r.
Then there is a subscheme H of G such that H 0 R/r1 can be identified with kernel of
FrobG®R/r1: GOR/r 1 -+ G(P) OR/r1 and its formation commutes with arbitrarybase change
of p-adically complete Ro-algebras which are flat over Zp. Furthermore H is independent of
choice of x.
Proof of lemma as in [11]: By 10.4 [p](x) = px + axP + EZ>
f (T) := p + aT + Ec nT'
n>2
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2

cn xn(p-)+1. Define

It is clear that [p](x) = xf(xP-1). The desired subscheme will be defined by means of a
canonical zero tcan of the power series f (T). It will consist of "0 and the p - 1 solutions" of
P-1 = tan. Since ord(ri) > 0, 1 + r 1 by is invertible in R. Let to := riy/(1 + riby) which
satisfies: p + ato = 0. Now let f,(T) := f (toT). Then fi(T) = p - pt + J> 2 cnt'T".
We study the coefficients of fi(T). By assumption ord(r +1 /p) > 0. Let r 2 be a generator
of ideal generated by rP+1/p and r2 in Ro. If n #p 1, by 10.4 cnEpR and we have (ca/p)tn C
t2R C r2R C r 2 R. If n=, 1, cntn C cntp+1 R C cnr +'R. But rP,+1/p E Ro. Thus
cnt /p E (tp+1 /p)R C (r +1 /p)R C r 2R. Clearly in each case cntU/p tends to zero as r tends
to 00. This shows that we can write f,(T) = pf 2 (T) where f 2 (T) = 1 - T + Zg>
2 dnTn
with dn E r 2 R and dn -+ 0 when n -+ oo.

Now let f 3 (T)

= f2(1-

T). Then we can write f 3 (T)

=

eo+(1+ei)T+En>
2 enTn where

en E r 2 R for all n > 0. Let I = r 2R. We now show that there is a unique element t, E I such
that g(t)) = 0. If t E I then f 3 (t) E I and f'(t) E 1 + I and hence f'(t) is invertible. The
Newton process of successive approximation: ti = 0, ... , tn+1 = tn - f 3 (tn)/f (tn) converges
to a zero of f3 which lies in I. If t and t' = t + A are two zeros of f3 in I, we get:

-f (t)A = f 3 (t + A)

-

f 3 (t)

-

f (t)A E A 2 R. Since f'(t) is a unit in R, A E A 2 R. But

A E I and R is I-adically separated. This proves A = 0 and t = t'.
Going backwards we obtain a zero tcan = to(1 - tc) of f(T). Since to E r 1R is topologically nilpotent, we can expand f(T) in terms of (T - tcan) and deduce that f(T) is
divisible by T - tcan in R[T]. Therefore [p](x) is divisible by XP - tcanX in R[xJ. We define
the precanonoical subscheme H of G to be the subscheme of G[p] defined by XP - tcanx.
Thus H = Spec(RI[xJ/ < xP - tcanx ::) which is finite and flat of rank p over R. Furthermore H/ri = Spec(R~x]/<xP,r1>) = Spec((R/<r 1 >)[x]/xP) which is nothing but
Ker(Frobalri : G/r -+ G/ri). This ends the proof of lemma 11.2.
Construction of precanonical subscheme H

1

for false elliptic curves:

It is enough to construct the canonical subgroup for false elliptic curves over bases in
which p is nilpotent. Let R be an Ro-algebra in which p is nilpotent and (A, i, aN, Y) be a
test object over R. We will construct the precanonical subscheme locally on the base. Cover
yD & Ro with affine opens {Spec(Ci)}iE such that GBp ORO is given by a formal group law
is also given by a
on each Ci, i E I. Since each Ci is a domain by proposition 10.3 G
formal group law for each i E I. By 8.2 there is a map h : Spec(R) -+ YD 0 Ro such that
h*((B 0 Ro , i, aN, r)) = (A, i, aN, Y). Working locally on Spec(R) we may assume that h
lands in a member of the affine covering which we call Spec(C). As a result G' will be given
by a formal group law. Note that p is still nilpotent in the new base and thus the base is
still p-adically complete. Therefore the induced map C

h

R factors through

O

:= p-adic

completion of C. In other words there is a map <: C -+ R such that C - -+ C0-A-+R is
equal to h*.
Let x be a coordinate on G1 ®R Spec(C) as in proposition 10.4. Then we have [p](x) =
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px + ax" + terms of higher degree. Let w be a basis of w on Spec(C) which reduces to the
dual differential with respect to x in GED RSe(). Write Y = yw0 1-P. By proposition
10.4

Ep-i(A, i, w) - a mod p
Thus Ep- (A, i, w) = a + pb for some b E C and YEp_1 = r implies (a + pb)y = r. Now C
is p-adically complete and flat over Z, and therefore we can apply lemma 11.2 to obtain a
precanonical subscheme of GBD ORo Spec(C) 0 C, which is the formal group associated to the
false elliptic curve BP 90. We denote this subscheme by H1, which is a finite flat subscheme
of rank p of G'
R Ispec(C) 0C and hence of BP 0 C. Note that A = q*(JP( 0 C). We
define the precanonical subscheme of (A, i, aN, Y), denoted H 1 , to be the inverse image of

H1 in A.
Hi = 0*(H')
Clearly H 1 is a finite flat subscheme of rank p of A[p]l C A which reduces to the kernel of
FrobA, modulo r1 .
The precanonical subscheme H1, is a subgroup scheme of A[p]':
Let's first consider the case when r = unit in RO. This implies that Ep_ (A, i) is nowhere
vanishing. Hence in the notation of proposition 10.4, we have:
a unit in R

[p](x) =px + ax" + ...
Factorize [p1(x) = (XP - tcanx)h(x). Writing h(x)

=

Z;,o hii,

we get

ho = tcanhp_1 + a
Since a is a unit in R and tcan is topologically nilpotent, we see that ho is a unit in R and
therefore h(x) is a unit in Rx]J. This implies that when r is a unit in RO, the precanonical
subscheme of an r-test object (A, i, aN, Y) is equal to Ker([p] : G1 -+ G1), which is a
subgroup of A[p]'.
In the general case we argue as follows. Let G(x, y) C R~x, yJ be the power series giving
the addition in GX. Now H1 C A[p]' is a subgroup scheme if it is so in G.
Note that
H' = Spec(Rjx]/<xP - tcanx>). Thus we need to prove that:
G(xP - tcanx, yP - Icany) = 0

in Rx,

y]/<xP-tcanx,yX-tcanY>

Since tcan is topologically nilpotent in R, R~x, y]/<xP-tcanx, YP-tcanY> is free of rank
p with basis {xyi}o<i,j<p_ 1 . Express
2

G(x" - tcanx, yP - tcany) =
o;>iJp-1
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gi 3 xiy

in R~x, y]/<xp- tcanX, yP- tcanY> with gij E R. Note that the formation of gij is functorial.
Now H 1 is a subgroup scheme iff gij = 0 for all 0 > i j ; p - 1.
Let H denote the precanonical subscheme of G' ®R/YD®R ® ED By construction of
r is a subgroup scheme. By the above

/YD
C G1
Hl, it suffices to show that
discussion we have to show that the elements
gij

E Ho(YD & RO,0;DOR.)

SD(Ro,r,V(N),0)

vanish for all 0 < i, j < p - 1. Consider the natural map defined in 9.2.,
YD

Ro _4 Y

We have already seen that 1hI is a subgroup (r
vanish on Yf' 0 Ro. But by theorem 8.9

Ro .
1

=

unit in this case). Therefore gij's

SD(Ro, r, Vi(N), 0) -- SD (Ro, 1, V1 (N), 0)
is injective. Thus gij vanish on YD 0 Ro and H
(A, i, aN, Y), H 1 is a group scheme.

is a subgroup. This proves that for any

Definition 11.3. (Canonical Subgroup of a False Elliptic Curve)
For any false elliptic curve (A, i) we can write A[p] = A[p] 1 x A[p] 2 and there is a functorial
isomorphism A[p] 1 -~+ A[p] 2 . Let H 2 be the image of H 1 under this isomorphism. We
define H
H 1 x H 2 to be the canonical subgroup of (A,i,aN, Y)
H is clearly of rank p 2 . It is stable under the action of OD by lemma 10.1. Other desired
properties follow directly from similar properties proven for the precanonical subscheme in
lemma 11.2. This ends the proof of part i of theorem 11.1.
Construction of Y' on (A, i, aN, Y)/H:
Let R be an Ro-algebra in which p is nilpotent and (A, i, aN, Y) be an r-test object with
ord(r) < 1/(p + 1). Let H be the canonical subgroup of (A, i, aN, Y). Let (A', i aN denote
the quotient of (A, i, aN) by H. As in the proof of part i we can assume there is an open
affine subset Spec(C) of YD 0 Ro, and a morphism f: Spec(R) -+ Spec(O) such that the
pull back of (BP 0 0, i, aN, r) under # is equal to (A, i, aN, Y). So we only need to do the
construction over BP 0 C. For simplicity we denote BP 0 C by B and its canonical subgroup
by H. Let (B', i') be the quotient of (B, i) by H. Let w be a basis of -. /6 on Spec(O). Write
Yr = yW01-P on Spec(O). Since H reduces to Kernel of FrobB mod r 1 0, 9' reduces to B(P)
mod r 1 C. Let w' be any basis of wa'/0 which reduces to w(P) on B(P) mod r 1 0. We have:

EpT(ii',)

= (Ep_1(H,i,w))P modreO

This implies:
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Ep_1(9' 1Z', w') = (Ep_(IH, i, w))P + ri.c

for some c E C. Since ord(r) < I/(p+ 1), r1 is divisible by rP in RO , and hence r 3
lies in R. Define

= ri/rp

y' := yP/(1 + r3YP)
Since y.Ep_1 (H,i,w)
define:

=

r, by calculation we deduce y'.EpI(I',i',wc') = rP. So we can

Yr =Y
Uniqueness is clear from construction. This concludes the proof of part ii of theorem
11.1.

Let K denote the field of fractions of RO. Let K, denote the completion of an algebraic
closure of K and R, be its ring of integers. Assume that (A, i, aN, Y) is an r-test object
over RO which is supersingular. Denote its base extension to R, with the same symbol.
Choose a coordinate x as in 10.4 for G1. We can write:
p

3Cnn(p

2
Cnxn(p-1)+1 + cp+IXP +

[p] (x) = px + axP +J
n=2

1)+1

n>p+2

Since A has supersingularreduction, we have ord(a) > 0 and also height(G1) = 2 which
implies that ord(cp+1) = 0. We also know that ord(cn) > 1 if n 9 1 mod p. we can detect
all the elements of the canonical subgroup of (A, i, aN, Y) by looking at the valuations of
zeroes of [p](x).
Proposition 11.4. Assume the notation is as above. Let H be the canonical subgroup of
(A,i,aN,Y). Write H = H1 x H 2 where H1 = H n G1 = Ker(e1 : H -+ H) and H 2 is the
image if H 1 under the isomorphism A[p] -- + A[p] 2 . Then:
1. If ord(a) < p/(p+ 1), then the valuation of any nonzero solution of [p](x) = 0 is either
ord(a)/(p2 - p) or (1 - ord(a))/(p - 1) of which the greater is (1 - ord(a))/(p - 1).
The precanonical subgroup H 1 consists of 0 and p - 1 other solutions of [p](x) = 0
which have valuation (1 - ord(a))/(p - 1). The other solutions of [p](x) = 0 all have

valuation ord(a)/(p2

_

p).

2. If ord(a) > p/(p+ 1), then all nonzero solutions of [p](x)

=

0 have valuation 1/(p 2 _1).

Proof. From the conditions on coefficients of [p](x), the Newton polygon of [p](x)/x looks
like:
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(0,1)
ord(a) > p/p + l
(p - 1, or d(a)) oda ~
ord(a) <p/p +l
(p 2

-

1, 0)

which proves the claim about valuations of zeroes of [p](x) (see [10] for the theory of Newton
polygons). On the other hand from the construction of precanonical subscheme of G1, we
can see that any nonzero element of H 1 satisfies xP- 1 = tcan. This shows that:
ord(x) = ord(tcan)/(p - 1) = ord(to(1 - t..))/(p - 1) = ord(to)/(p - 1).
But ato = -p and thus ord(to)

=

1 - ord(a). This proves the proposition.

D

We conclude this section by an application of the canonical subgroup theorem.
Proposition 11.5. Let ord(r) < 1/(p+ 1). Any modular form (with respect to D) of weight
k and level V1,(N) n Vo(p) over Ro determines an element of SD(Ro, r, V 1 (N), k). In other
words, modular forms of level Np with trivial character at p, are p-adically of level N.
Proof. For an element

f

of SD (RO, (N, p), k), simply define:

f (A,

i, aNY)

f(A,iowH),
,

where H denotes the canonical subgroup of (A, i, aN, Y).
form of growth condition r.

12

This defines a p-adic modular
R

The Frobenius Morphism of p-adic Modular Functions

The Hecke operators T, for 1

#

p, over the space ofp-adic modular forms with respect to D,

can be easily defined in analogy with the classical case. Most of our work will be devoted
to define and study the propertiesof the remainingHecke operator which we will call the U
operator.

In analogy with the case of modular curves, we will first define the Frobenius operator,
Frob ,which is the analogue of Atkin's V operator. The U operator will then essentially be
defined as a trace of Frob. The existence of the canonical subgroup for certain false elliptic
curves makes it possible to define the Frobenius operatorfor p-adic modular forms of weight
0, with respect to D.
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Definition 12.1. Let r C RO with ord(r) < 11(p + 1). The Frobenius Operator:

Frob : SD (Ro rP,V(N), 0)
f

-

SD (Ro, r, V(N), 0)

a

Frob(f)

is defined as follows:

Frob(f)(A, i,

NY)

=

f(A',Ni', cY)

where (A, i, CeN, Y) is an r-test object over an Ro-algebra R in which p is nilpotent and
(A',i', a', Y') is the rP-test object obtained by dividing by its canonical subgroup as in theorem 11.1, part ii.

12.1

Frob in the Rigid Setting

Define a morphism:

Frobn Y: 0 Ro/pn

Y0 0 Ro/p"

(A, i, aN, Y)

( 'IzaINI

/)

where again (A', i' a', Y') denotes the r-test object (over an Ro/p'-algebra)obtainedfrom
(A, i, cIN, Y) by dividing by its canonical subgroup.
Let Hr,, denote the canonical subgroup of the r-test object (BP 0 Ro/p", i, aN , Yr) over
Yr 0 Ro/p", for any n > 1. Let ID C IB, 0 RO be given by the inverse limit of the group
schemes HI,, C BP 0 Ro/p"
From the description of Frobn we have an isomorphism:
Frob*(BD 0 Ro/p") -4

(BP 0 Ro/p )/IHYn

Let 7rn : B 00 Ro/pn -+ (BP 0 Ro/pn)/r,n denote the canonical projection and n:
(BP 0 Ro/p")IH[f,n -+ Bp 0 Ro/pn denote the base extension map. We have a commutative
diagram:

B 0 Ro/pn Frobn=bno,>" IBD 0 Ro/pn

'I'

YD

YF 0Ro /p

~Frobn
-bYn

.. y

4'I

9 Ro/pn

By passing to completion along p = 0, we get a commutative diagram:

Br 0 Ro

>B
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Ro

Similarly we have Frob (

®
9 Ro) =

(IB 0 Ro0 )/f,

and the map induced by Firb:
0 Ro)

p (9 Ro - + Frb*(D
is the canonical projection r, so that we have:
oir.

Frob

From definition of Frobn and Frob and the above construction, it is clear that we have the
following diagram:
r

Ro

SD(Ro, rP, V(N), 0)

ORo

(Y

Fb

Frob

> SD

0

DORo)

(Ro,rV (N), 0)

We have so far described the Frobenius morphism in the formal setting. This can be
used to derive a descriptionof Frob in the rigid setting. We make a definition before stating
the next theorem. The canonical subgroup of AD (r), is the image of , under the functor
rig and is denoted by IHV. We will study D more closely in the next section.
Theorem 12.2. Let r E Ro have ord(r) < 1/(p + 1). There exists a commutative diagram
of rigid analytic spaces over K:

AD

I

r)

X D ()

Frobr'

---

D (Pp)

I

Frob"g > XD rP)

in which the pull back of AD(rp) under Frobrg is isomorphic to ArD (r)/D
induced by Frobrzg and the natural map AD(r) -+ XD (r):

and the map

AD(r) __L-+ Frobrig*(AD (rP))
is the natural projection, so that:
Frobrig =

rig

.

Furthermore the Frobenius morphism of (convergent and) overconvergent modular functions can be described as the pullback of Frobrig. In other words, there is a commutative
diagram:
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HO(XD(rP)l OXD(rp))

(Frobrig)*

SD(Ro,rP,VI (N),0) Q K

FrobK

HO(XD

OXD(r

, SD(Ro,r,V (N),0) 0 K

Proof. Apply Raynaud's functor rig to the construction we have done in the formal setting.

12.2

Frob on Points

We will study the action of Frob 9 on points of XD (r). Let Koo denote the completion of
an algebraic closure of K. First we prove a lemma:
Lemma 12.3. Let X be a scheme which is flat and finite type over Ro. Let X denote
the completion along the subscheme p = 0 of X. Let Xri9 be the rigid analytic space over
K associated to X under the Raynaud functor. For any L which is either K,, or a finite
extension of K with ring of integers R, we have a one-to-one correspondence between:
9
HoMR0 (Spec(R), X) +4 HomL(Sp(L), Xrig L)

(Note that if [L : K] is finite then HomL(Sp(L), Xr 6L) = HomK(Sp(L), xri).)
Proof. Any morphism Spec(R) -4 X induces a morphism Spf(R) -* X 0 R which by
Raynaud's functor induces a morphism Sp(L) -4 XZ96L in a one-to-one manner (the
functor is faithful). So we only need to show that any morphism Sp(L) -+ X9gL is
obtained from a morphism Spec(R) -+ X in the above way.
Let V = Spec(C) C X be an affine open subset whose image in X 96L (which is
isomorphic to SP(O6ROL) where O denotes the p-adic completion of C) contains the image
of Sp(L) --+ XrigL.. Hence we get a map of affinoid algebras over L, 06CRfL -+ L. But
by [4] any map of affinoid L-algebras is continuous for their canonical L-Banach topologies.
So the map (k: C --+ OL -+ L is continuous for the p-adic topology on C. We show that #
factors through R.
Assume there is an x E C such that O(x) g R. Then O(x) = 3 with ord() < 0. So for
a = 1/3 we have #(ax) = 1. But (ax)' goes to zero as n goes to oo because ord(a) > 0.
However 0((ax)n) = 1 for all n > 0. This contradicts continuity of b and proves that
q(C) C R. Therefore q gives a map Spec(R) -+ V C X which induces the given rigid point
of XTi96L.

0

A closed point of XD(r) gives a map Sp(L) -+ XD(r) for some finite extension L of K
with ring of integers R. Thinking of XD (r) as an affinoid subdomain of (XD (N))an we get a
map Sp(L) -+ (X (N))an which by rigid GAGA corresponds to a map Spec(L) -- XD (N).
This is nothing but (the analyfication of) a false elliptic curve with level VI(N) structure
(A,i,aN) over L. By lemma 12.3 the map Sp(L) -+ XD(r) is obtained as the image of a
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map Spec(R) -* YD under the Raynaud functor. This gives an r-test object (A, i, aN, Y)
over R. Now since the Raynaud functor agrees with an for proper schemes, we deduce that
(A, i, aN) is a model for (A, i, aN) over R. The existence of Y is clearly equivalent to the
rI and Y is uniquely determined from this inequality. Let's call a
condition |EI(A, i)I
morphism Sp(Km) -+ XD (r)&Km a Km-point of XD (r). Similarly by lemma 12.3 to give a
K,-point of XD(r) is equivalent to giving (A, i, aN) over R, (the ring of integers of K,),
such that Ep- 1(A, i) 1 Ir1.
Now we investigate the canonical subgroup of a closed or Kx-point of XD(r). Let
x : Sp(L) -+ XD(r)(L be such a point giving (A, i, aN) over R with |Ep_1 (A, i)I > Ir. The
fibre of IH (L over Sp(L) gives a finite flat subgroup scheme of A6L. By construction of
AD(r) and IV, this subgroup is the image of H, the canonical subgroup of (A,i), under
rig. But since H is finite and flat over R, this equals the (analyfication of the) generic fibre
of H. Now the description of Frob shows that the image of x under Frob"g, is the point
given by (A', i', a') which is obtained from (A, i, aN) by dividing by H.
Let's summarize the above observations:
Corollary 12.4. To give a closed point (respectively K.-point) of XD(r) is equivalent to
giving a false elliptic curve with level V 1 (N) structure (A, i, aN) over R, the ring of integers

jr which satisfies: |Ep_1(A,i,aN)I
of a finite extension of K (respectively over R,),
C AD(r) over this point is the generic fibre of H C A where H is the
The fibre of JE
canonical subgroup of (A, i, aN). The image of this point under Frobrig is determined by
(A', i', a' ) which is the quotient of (A,i, aN) by H.

12.3

Fibre of Frob over a point

Let R be the ring of integers in L a fnite extension of K. Let (A, i, aN) over R represent
a closed point of XD (rp). For an embedding of L in K,, let us denote the base extension
of (A, i, aN) to R, with the same symbol. It represents a closed point of XD(r)6K,. The
In for
fibre of Frob over this point consists of all (A', i', a'N) over Rx such that |EZ_1(A,i)
some nowhere vanishing w and (A', i', a'N)/H' = (A, i, aN) where H' denotes the canonical
subgroup of (A', i'). Lemma 10.1 implies that there are p + 1 OD-stable subgroups of A of
rank p 2 . Let Ho, H 1 , ..., H, denote these subgroups, of which Ho is the canonical subgroup.
Any such A' is isomorphic to Ai = A/Hj for some j > 0. Now in order for this to give
a point of the fibre we need to know that A[p]/Hj is the canonical subgroup of Ai and

aN

=N

is 1p times the induced level structure on Ai from aN.

First let us assume r = 1. This means that A and hence Aj, 0 < j < p are ordinary.
2
Hence from the proof of theorem 11.1 we know that a subgroup of A' which has rank p
and is stable under action of OD is the canonical subgroup iff it reduces to the kernel of
multiplication by p in the formal group of Ai. Now since Ho reduces to Ker[p] in GA,
A[p]/Ho reduces to 0 in GAo and hence can not be the canonical subgroup of A 0 . On the
other hand Hj for j > 0 reduces to 0 in GA (since its image in GA is stable under OD, has
rank dividing p 2 and is not Ker[p] which leaves 0). Thus A[p]/Hj reduces to Ker[p] in GA,
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which means that A[p]/Hj is the canonical subgroup of Ai. So we have shown that when
r = 1 the points lying above (A, i, C'N) are exactly (Ai, i, c41 ) for 1 <
p.
Now let us assume ord(r) > 0. In order to study the fibre of Frob9 over a supersingular
point, we follow Lubin's idea to carefully analyse the formal group of a false elliptic curve
and its canonical subgroup.
By lemma 10.4, G1 has a coordinatex in which we can write:
p

[p] (x) = px + axP + E

cnxf(P 1)+1 + CP+ 1X

n=2

2

CnXn(p 1)+1

+
n>p+2

Since A has supersingularreduction, we have ord(a) > 0 and also height(Gi) = 2 which
implies that ord(cp+1) = 0. We also know that ord(cn) ;> 1 if n 0 1 mod p. If G is a formal
group we will denote the power series giving addition by G(x, y).
First we prove a lemma:
Lemma 12.5. Let ord(a) < p/(p + 1), Ho be the canonical subgroup of (A,i) and A 0
A/Ho. G' 0 has a coordinate x(0) = H10H, G1(x,/3) (where Hol = Ho n G ) in which:

-

[p] (x(-)) = pxO) + a(0)(x( 0 )) + ....
" If ord(a) < 1/(p + 1), then ord(a(0 )) = p.ord(a) and A[p]/Ho is not the canonical
subgroup of A 0 .
" If 1/(p + 1) < ord(a) < p/(p + 1), then ord(a(0 )) = 1 - ord(a) and A[p]/Ho is the
canonical subgroup of A 0 .

" If ord(a) = 1/(p + 1) then ord(a(0)) > p/(p + 1).
Proof. By [14] for any finite subgroup H of a one parameter formal group G over a finite
extension of R 0
X =
G(x, 3)
O3EH
is a coordinate on G/H and x

-

HC, G(x,

3

) is the projection. Since (A, i) is defined over

R, we can apply this to our situation to get a coordinate x(0 ) = I
y GN(x,/).
We calculate the valuations of elements y(') of Ker[p] = Go [p]. There are two cases:
* y(O)
*

=

H/EH G'(y, 3)

y0) = HiU

g Gl(y,/3)

[p](y)

=

0, y V HO'

0 , [p](y) E HOJ

In the first case we have ord(y) = ord(a)/(p2 - p) < (1 - ord(a))/(p - 1) = ord()
proposition11.4. Thus ord(G'o(y,f3)) = ord(y) = ord(a)/(p2 -p). This implies that
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by

ord(y(0 )) =

>

ord(G'o(y, /))

= p.ord(y) = ord(a)/(p - 1).

In the second case y is a solution to [p](z) -,3
polygon of f (z)= [p](z) - 3 looks like:

=

0 for some / EH - {0}. The Newton

ord(a) < 1/p + 1:

(07 1ord(a))
SP-1

(p, ord(a))

(p 2 , 0)

p
1/p + 1 < ord(a) < p/p + 1 :

(A 1-ord(a))
p-1)

(p2 , 0)
If ord(a) < 1/(p+l), then from the first Newton polygon, either ord(y) = ord(a)/(p2 _p)
E ol we have ord(y) < ord(3) = (1 or ord(y) = (1 - p.ord(a))/(p2 - p). So for all
ord(a))/(p - 1). Now:

ord(y(0 )) =

ord(G'o(y,Q)) = p.ord(y) = ord(a)/(p - 1) or (1 -p.ord(a))/(p - 1).

We deduce that in this case the elements of G1o [p] have valuation either ord(a)/(p - 1)
or (1 -p.ord(a))/(p-1), the greater of which is (1-p.ord(a))/(p-1). So by proposition 11.4
(1-p.ord(a))/(p-1) = (1-ord(a(0 )))/(p-1) and hence ord(a(0 )) = p.ord(a). Also the points
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of Go[p1] coming from A[p]'I/HO are of valuation ord(a)/(p - 1) < (1 - ord(a(0)))/(p - 1)
and hence A[p]/Ho is not equal to the canonical subgroup of A 0 .
If 1/(p + 1) <_ ord(a) < p/(p + 1), then the second Newton polygon shows that ord(y)

(1 - ord(a))/p2 (p - 1) which satisfies ord(y) < ord(3) for all # E HO. Thus
ord(y(0 ))

ord(G o (y, 0)) = p.ord(y)

=

=

(1 - ord(a))/)p(p - 1))

betaEH0

So the numbers occurring among valuations of points of G'o[p] are (1-ord(a))/(p(p-1))
and ord(a)/(p - 1). If ord(a) = 1/(p + 1) then these two are equal. So in this case all the
elements of Ker[p] have valuation 1/(p 2 -1) and by lemma 11.4 we have ord(a(O)) p/(p+1).
If 1/(p + 1) < ord(a) < p/(p + 1) then the greater of the above two valuations is
ord(a)/(p - 1). Again by proposition 11.4 we get ord(a)/(p - 1) = (1 - ord(a(0 )))/(p - 1)
or ord(a(0 )) = 1 - ord(a).
Since the points y(O) coming from A[p]I/HO' have valuation (1 - ord(a(0 )))/(p - 1), we
deduce that the canonical subgroup of A/Ho is A[p]/Ho. This proves the lemma.

l
|rP| represent a closed
Theorem 12.6. Let s = (Ai,aN) over R with IEp_1(A,i,w)l
point of XD (rP) of residue field L which is a finite extension of K. For an embedding of
L in K, let § denote the closed point of XD(rP)6K) obtained by base extension. There
are exactly p closed points of XD(r)6K, lying above § under Frobig. These points are

(AJ ,i,HoN) for 1 < j < p where Ai = A/Hj and

&N

is 1/p times the induced level V 1 (N)

structure on Ai from aN Proof. We have already proven this for r = 1. Now assume ord(r) > 0. First we show that

(A, ia%) does not lie above (A, i, aN)If ord(a) < 1/(p+1) then by lemma 12.5 A [p]/Ho is not the canonical subgroup of A 0 .If
ord(a) = 1/(p+ 1) then lemma 12.5 shows that ord(a(0 ) > p/(p+ 1) and therefore (A 0 , i, a )
is not a point of XD(r)6Kx. If 1/(p + 1) < ord(a) < p/(p + 1) then again lemma 12.5
implis that (A 0 , i, aN) is not a point of XD(r)$Kx, as ord(a(0)) - 1 - ord(a) > 1/(p + 1).
This excludes j = 0.
< p. Let x(j) be the coordinate on G1 given by (j) =
Now we study Ai for 1 <
HIgjCHJ G'(x,/3). We calculate the valuations of elements yC)) of G
There are two possibilities:

/

* y(j) = F3E Hj G (y, 3)

y E 11 - {0}

* y(j) = ]I7 EH
J G'(y, 3)

0 # [p](y) E

In the first case we have ord(y)
E HJ - {0} and hence for such /

[p].

(1 - ord(a))/(p- 1) > ord(a)/(p2 - p) = ord(3) for all
2
, ord(Glj (y, /3) = ord(O) = ord(a)/(p - p). Therefore:

=
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ord(y(j))

(1 - ord(a))/(p - 1) + (p - 1)ord(a)/(p2 _ p)

E3Hj ord(G' (y,,3))

=

=

In the second case y is a root of f(z)
polygon of f (z) is:

(0

2

=

(p - ord(a))/(p(p - 1)).

[p](z) - 3 for some 3 c Hj - {O}. The Newton

")

0

(p2 , 0)

p

p)) < ord(3) for all 3 E H. This means:
So ord(y) = ord(a)/(p2 (p2 -ord(y(j)) = E

ord(G' (y, 3)) = p.ord(y) = ord(a)/(p(p 2 _ )).

3E HJ
So there are two numbers occurring among the valuations of elements of G' j[p], which
are (p - ord(a))/(p(p - 1)) and ord(a)/(p(p2 - p)). The greater of these valuations is
(p - ord(a))/(p(p - 1)). By proposition11.4 we have
(1 - ord(a(i)))/(p - 1) = (p - ord(a))/(p(p - 1))
or ord(a()) = ord(a)/p < I/(p+1). Furthermore since the points y(O) coming from A[p]1/Hj
have valuation equal to (1 - ord(a(i)))/(p - 1) we conclude that the canonical subgroup of

A/Hj is A[p]/Hj. This proves that (Ai, i,&N) lies above (A, i, aN) if j $0.

12.4

Properties of Frob

We saw that the Frobenius morphism of p-adic modular functions can be described as the
pullback of a morphism of rigid analytic varieties.This allows us to study the properties of
Frob.
Theorem 12.7. For r E Ro with ord(r) < 1/(p + 1),

Frob: SD (Ro,rP, V(N), 0)

-+

SD(Ro, r, Vi(N), 0)

is a finite morphism. If r = 1 it is finite and flat of rank p.
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Proof. We start by a lemma:
Lemma 12.8. Let S1 -+ S2 be a homomorphism between two Noetherian Ro algebras which
are ir-adically complete. Let M be a finite S 2 -module over which r is not a zero divisor. Then
M is a finitely generated S 1 module iff M/7w is finitely generated over S1/. Furthermore if
M/ir is flat over S 1 /7r, then M is flat over S1.
The statement about finiteness is a consequence of Nakayama's lemma for complete rings.
The other statement is the result of criterion for flatness. See lemma 1.6 of [3] and theorem
111.5.2.1 of [1] for details.
Let 7r be a uniformizer in Ro. By lemma we need to show that:

Frob 0 Ro/ir : SD(Ro, rP, V1(N), 0)
is finite. By proposition 9.6,
sequence:
0

->

Y(

Ro /7r

-+

SD(Ro, r, VI(N), 0) 0 Ro/7r

0 Ro is flat over Ro and hence we have a short exact
Ro

-X7>9i0

0;jD0Ro/,

>Ro

-+ 0

which results in:
H 0 (Y 0 Ro, ODORo) 0Ro/wr
H 0 (YD 9 Ro/7rO9D® 0 / ,,)
H(Y 0ROODR) -+ H 1 (If 9 Ro/7r,O DR/) -+ 0
<-

H(-(YD

Ro,

0

Y,®Ro)

which shows that the natural map SD(Ro, r, V (N), 0) 0 Ro /wr -+ SD (Ro /7r, r, V (N), 0) is an
injection with cokernel of finite dimension over Ro/7r. In particular SD (Ro/ 7r, r, V (N), 0) is
finite over SD (Ro, r, V (N), 0) 0 Ro/7r.
Now we show that Frob: SD(Ro /r, rP, V 1 (N), 0) -+ SD (Ro/7r, r, V (N), 0) is finite. First
note that when r = 1 both SD(Ro/7r, r, V(N),0) and SD(Ro /7, rP,V(N),0) are equal to
SD(Ro /7, 1, V (N), 0). But if ord(r) > 0, then they are both equal to SD (Ro/7r, 0, V (N), 0).
Since ord(r) < 1/(p + 1), both p/r and p/rP lie in irRo. Hence the canonical subgroup over
YD 0 Ro/7r and 'Y-D 0 Ro/7r is nothing but the kernel of Frobenius. This shows that in the
following diagram:

where t = 1 if r

SD (Ro/7r, rP, V(N), 0)

Frob

SD (Ro/7r , V,(N), 0)

Frob

=

SD

(Ro 7r, r, V(N), 0)

> SD (Io7

y VI1(N), 0)

1, and t = 0 if ord(r) > 0, Frob is given by:

Frob(f)((A,i, aNY, W)) = f (A(P),i,

W

On the other hand since SD(Ro/7r, t, V(N), 0) = SD (F, t, V1(N), 0) 0 Ro/7r for t = 0, 1
we only need to show that the above morphism is finite when the ground ring is Fp. But
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in that case (A(P), i, a) , Y(P), w(P)) over an Fp-algebra, R, is obtained from (A, i, aN, Y, W)
by base extension by the p-th power mapping R

Frob : SD (Ro/7r, t, V,(N), 0)

A

-+

R, of Fp-algebras. This means that

SD (Ro/7r, t, V, (N), 0)

is the p-th power mapping. Now since YfD 0 Fp is a scheme of finite type over
SD(FP, t, V1(N), 0) is a finitely generated F -algebra. It is easy to see that the p-th power
mapping makes any finitely generated Fp-algebra a finite module over itself. This proves the
claim.
Now in the diagram:

SD (Ro /7r, rP, V1(N), 0)

SD (o,

rPV

I

i(N), 0)

> SD(Ro/r,r,Vi(N),0)

Frob

~Frob®Ro/,rI
0 Ro/

>

SD (o,

r,V(N), 0) o Ro /7r

SD(Ro/7r,r,V1(N),0) is finite over SD(Ro,rP,V(N),O) 0 Ro/7r and therefore its submodule SD (Ro, r, V (N), 0) 0 Ro /7r is so (note that all the rings are Noetherian here). This
proves the finiteness of Frob.
Now assume r = 1. SD (Fp, 1, V (N), 0) is the coordinate ring of the open of Xf (N) 0lFp
where Ep_ 1 is not zero which is an affine smooth scheme of finite type over F,. Therefore
the p-th power endomorphism of SD (F,, r, V (N), 0) makes it finite and flat of rank p over
itself (one way to see this, is to prove it locally by using the local criterion of flatness and
a regular sequence of the local ring of a closed point). By above discussion the Frobenius
morphism of SD(Ro /7r, r, V (N), 0) is a base extension of the p-th power endomorphism of
SD (FP, 1, V1(N), 0). This means that :

Frob : SD (RO /7r, 1, V1 (N), 0) -+ SD (Ro /7r, I1,

1(N), 0)

is finite and flat of degree p. Now notice that if r=1, YD 0 Ro is an affine scheme. Therefore
= 0 which shows that:
in the above short exact sequence, we have H 1 (YD 0 RO, OyD®R)

SD (Ro, 1, V (N), 0) 0 Ro /7r -~-+4 SD (Ro /7r, 1, V (N), 0).
Thus in the above diagram, the vertical arrows are isomorphisms when r
that

=

1. This shows

Frob : SD (Ro, 1, V1 (N), 0) 0 Ro/7r _+ SD (Ro/7r, 1, V1(N), 0) 0 Ro/7r
is finite and flat of degree p. Applying lemma 12.8 with M = Si = S2 = SD (RO/7r, 1, VI,(N), 0)
proves the result.

We have seen that when r = 1 the Frobenius morphism is finite and flat of rank p. This
is not true for general r. However the same result holds true if we tensor with K. This is
proven in the next theorem. This will be the last step before we can define the U operator.
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Theorem 12.9. If ord(r) < i/p + 1, then Frobrig : XD(r) + XD (rp) is a finite 6tale map
of rigid analytic spaces over K of degree p.
Proof. We have already proven the finiteness of FrobK : SD(Ro, rP, 1(N), 0) 0 K
SD(R 0 , r, V (N), 0) 0 K. First we prove that it is flat. Since XD(r) is an affinoid subdomain of (Xf (N) 0 K)an, the completion of the rigid local ring of XD(r) at any closed
point of XD (r) equals the completion of the corresponding closed point on Xf (N) 0 K.
But XD (N) 0 K is smooth and hence the completion of the local ring of any of its closed
points is regular. This shows that the local rings of SD (Ro, r, V (N), 0) 0 K at its maximal
ideals are all regular. Hence SD (Ro, r, V (N), 0) and SD (Ro, rP, V (N), 0) are regular rings
of dimension one. Now by [EGA IV,17.3.5.2] any finite morphism between regular rings of
the same dimension is flat. Therefore FrobK is flat. We have already seen that over the
affinoid XD(1), FrobK has degree p. Hence:
FrobK : SD (Ro, rP, Vi(N), 0) 0 K a SD (Ro r, V(N), 0) 0 K
is finite and flat of degree p.
Now we prove the 6taleness of Frobrig. We need to show that for any closed point x of
XD(r) represented by a map Sp(L) -+ XD(r), the fibre of Frobg over x is finite and etale
of rank p. This is equivalent to proving that the fibre of any base extension of x to a closed
point Sp(K,)
_+ XD(r)6Km of XD(r)6K, under Frobg has exactly p distinct points.
But this is the content of theorem 12.6. This proves 6taleness of Frob
L.

13

U Operator

We are finally in a position to define the U operator. We have proven that if ord(r) <
1/(p + 1):
FrobK : SD(RorP,V(N),0) ®K -+ SD(Ror,V1(N),0) o K
is finite flat of rank p. We can therefore define the trace of FrobK which we denote by
TrFrobK:
TrFobK

: SD(Ror,V(N),0) 0 K -4 SD(RorP,V1(N),0) 0 K.

Note that if r - 1, then Frob is already finite and fiat of rank p before tensoring with
K and thus in this case TrFrob can be defined:
TrFrob : SD(Ro, 1,

V1 (N), 0) _+ SD(Ro ,1, V1 (N), 0)
1.

and we have the equality TrFrob 0 K = TrFrobK for r

=

Lemma 13.1. (Frobrig)*CAD(rP)/XD(rP)

D)/XD

D(AD(r)/RI
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(r).

Proof. Consider the following diagram:

(Frobri9)*AD (rp)

XD(r)
: (Frobrig)*AD(rp) we have a natural isomorphism (, D)* (ri

Recall that

Drig

D (rp)

XD(rP)

Frobrig

D (rP) is the base extension of Frobrig. Therefore
But
XDP).
QD
D (rP)*
(rP
(Frobri9)* AD (rP)/IXD
AD(rP)/XD~P

D(r)/H1D. Applying e 2 and pulling back by
from theorem 12.2, (Frobrig)*AD(rp)
the zero sections of (AD(r)/IV)DXD(r) and AD (rP)XD(rp), we get the desired natural
isomorphism.

The above lemma allows us to define TrFrobK for overconvergent modular forms of arbitrary weight. It is defined as the trace function
D
H O(X
H0 (XD(

D)

(r

DX

D(rDp

T F

b>,,,brg

(X

H

D (rp),

XDk

(fj*)®k

HO(XDr)

AD (r)/ X I(r))

SD (Ro,rV(N), k)

K

TrFrobK

SD(Ro,rP,V1(N), k)

9K

on the sections of the sheaf w k.
The upper horizontal morphism, TrFrobrig, is the trace from global sections of pull back
(rp)/XD(rP) on XD (r), to global sections OfW0(rp/XD(rp) on XD(rp).
of
Also ir* is obtained in the following way. We have:
e 2 H 0 (AD (r,

AD(r)/XD(r)

e 2 HO(AD(r)

(AD(r)/RD )/XD(r))7

where
,r

: AD(r) -+ (Frobrig)*AD(rp)

A D (r)D1V

is the natural projection (see theorem 12.2). Now * is the dual morphism of 7r.
Note that when k = 0, we get the same definition as before. We now define the U
operator:
Definition 13.2. Let r E RO be such that ord(r) < 1/(p + 1).

We define the U(k) operator

of SD(Ro,rP,V(N), k) 0 K:
U(k) : SD(Ro,rP,V1(N), k)

K -+ SD(RorP,Vi(N), k) 0 K
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to be the following composite:

(~k0
SD(Rr
(Ror VI(N
), k) 0 K ~"

SD (Ro,rP,V1(N), k) 0 K
SD(RriNk0
D( Ro,1(N-), k) 0 K (1/p).TrFobK S+

Here the first arrow is the naturalinclusion. Note that the following diagram is commutative:
SD(Ro,rP,V(N), k)

0K

SDI

SD(Ro, 1,VI(N),k) & K

-

SD(RorP,V(N), k)

_

_k

URlSD

>1S
(R,1, V (N), k)
1

K.

0 K

Therefore we can think of U(k) as an operator on SD (Ro, 1, V1 (N ), k) 0 K, the space of
convergent modular forms, which preserves the subspace of overconvergent modular forms.
We will usually drop the subscript k when the weight is understood and simply refer to this
operator as the U operator.
We now define the Frobenius morphism for overconvergent modular forms of general
weight.

FrobK SD(Ro, rP,V1(N), k) 9 K -+ SD(Ro,r,V(N), k) 0 K
is defined as follows:

H 0 (XD ()(AD(r)/gD)/XD(rP))

+)k/k

>HO(XD(r

A

(r)/XD(r))

g*
Frob
0

H 0 (XD(rP)

AD (rP)/XD(rP))

SD(R o ,rP,V (N), k) 9 K

FrobK

SD(Ro,r,V (N), k) 0 K
S

Note that when k = 0, we have 1 1Pk = 1 and we get the same definition as before. To
conclude this section, we prove a projection formula:
Lemma 13.3. Let r E Ro, ord(r) > 1/(p + 1). Assume that f E SD(Ro, rP, V1(N), k) 0 K
and g C SD (Ro, r,V1 (N), k') O K. Then we have:

U(FrobK(f)-9) = f.U(g)
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Proof. We write:

U(FrobK(f)-g)

=
=

(1p)-TrFrobri9(i*) kk (l/pk. (*)®k(Frob ri)*(f).g)
9
lp.TrFrobig((Frobri
)*(f) (-*)®k (g))

=

1/p.f.TrFrobrig((Jr*)Ok (g))

=

f.U(g)

Here we use the following easy general fact. Let # : X' -+ X be a finite flat morphism
of affinoids. Let F and g be quasicoherent sheaves of Ox modules and f E HO(X, F) and
g G H 0 (X', #* 9). Then Tro(#*(f).g) = f.Trp(g). Also note that the false degree of 7r is
equal to p, which means 7r o k = p and therefore f*7r* = p on sections of (Q1

14

Continuity Properties of U

In this section we study continutiy propertiesof U. This paves the way to use the Fredholm
theory of U and rigid analytic techniques to study the eigenforms of U.
As we have seen SD (RO, r, V1 (N), 0) 0 K is an affinoid K-algebra and thus carries a
canonical K-Banach space topology. There are quite a lot of norms which induce this
canonical topology on SD (RO, r,V1 (N), 0) 0 K. Since SD (R 0 , r, V (N), 0) 0 K is reduced,
the supremum semi-norm on SD (Ro, r, V1 (N), 0) 0 K is a norm and is equivalent to any
other Banach norm on this affinoid K algebra (theorem 6.2.4.1 of [4]). We will denote this
norm by | |sup.
n ;>
An element f E SD(RO, r, V 1 (N), 0) 0 K is called power bounded if the set { ff
0} is bounded. By proposition 6.2.3.1 of [4], the set of all power bounded elements of
SD (Ro,r, Vi(N), 0) 0 K equals

{f

SD(Ro, r,Vi(N), 0) 0 K I IfIsup < 1}.

In the following theorem we will show that when ord(r) > 0, this is in fact equal to
SD (Ro, r, V(N), 0).
Theorem 14.1. Assume that ord(r) > 0. We have:

V,
0) = {f E SD(Ro, r, Vi(N), 0) 0 K I If I8 s
SD (Ro,r V(N),

1}

Proof. Denote by B the finitely generated Ro-algebra
(SD
n>O

(R0 , n (p - 1), N) /<Ep_1 - r> .

It is finitely generated over Ro since w is an ample line bundle. By proposition 8.4, the
p-adic completion of B, which we denote by B is equal to SD(Ro, r, V (N), 0). In fact via the
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isomorphism of theorem 8.8, B corresponds to the Ro-submodule of Br (Ro, n, 0) consisting
of all finite sums. This shows that B is a free RO-module.In particular the map B -+ B 0 K
is injective. We show that E/rE = B/irB is reduced. Since p - 1 > 3 we can use lemma
6.1 to deduce that B/7rB is equal to

H0 (XF (N) 0 Ro/7r, eDwgn(P-)) /H
n;>O

'_ fa, with
fn E HO(Xf (N) 0 Ro/7r,wOn(P-)), such that the number of summands is minimal. The
By lemma 5.2, H has simple zeroes and
relation fM = 0 in B/irB implies that HjfX,.
therefore HlfM. This results in a representation of f with fewer summands which is not
possible. Therefore B/irb is reduced. Let f E SD (RO, r, V1 (N), 0) 0 K = E 0 K be power
B
K
. Now, if g/7r E E
bounded. Then by [17], f is integral over SD(Ro, r,Vi(N), 0) =
satisfies an integral equation
Let

f be a nilpotent element of B/7rB. Choose a representation of f, f

gn/7r" + An- ig 1 /7rn

1

+

....

=

=

0,

clearing the denominators in the equation and reducing mod 7r we see that
B/7rB. Therefore g C 7rB, and f G B. This ends the proof of the theorem.

p is nilpotent in
E

Proposition 14.2. For any r c RO with ord(r) < 1/(p + 1) we have:

U(SD(Ro, rP,

(N), 0)) C (1/p).(SD(Ro, rP, V(N),0))

Therefore U = Uo is a continuous operator of norm jU| < p.
Proof. We only need to show that TrFObK(SD (Ro, r, V 1(N), 0)) C SD (Ro, rP, V 1(N), 0). By
[17], for any finite flat morphism <5 : Ci -4 C2 of affinoid K algebras we always have:

Tro({power bounded elements of B}) C {power bounded elements of A}.
By theorem 14.1, we deduce that for ord(r) > 0:

TrFrobK(SD (Ro, r, V1(N), 0)) C SD(Ro, rP, V17(N), 0),
which is the desired result in this case. For r

=

1 this holds because

TrFrobK

TrFrob
T

l

K.
The continuity of U for general weight is a corollary of proposition 14.2.
Corollary 14.3. For each k, the operator U
space SD (RO, rP, (N), k).

=
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Uk is a continuous operator of the K-Banach

Proof. For general k we argue as follows. We only need to show that TrFobK is continuous.
For simplicity let Qr denote SD (RO, r, V (N), k) and Sr denote SD (Ro, r, V (N), 0). Let Q
R/)/I
By lemma 13.1 we have
denote H 0 (Y D r0 0 ORk).®o,

QFB0K

=t

O = OH(XDD(r)1IW)XD(r

So

TrFrobK

)'

is the following:

r

K

(fr*(gkTrFbrig

0K

bQrp

& K.

We can endow r 0 K (respectively Q 0 K) with a norm such that Qr (respectively Q) is the
unit ball. To prove continuity of Uk, we need to show that the image of Qr in Qr 0 K under
- Q by
is bounded. The first arrow in the above diagram is induced from Qr
tensoring with K (here ir denotes the natural projection in the formal setting). Therefore
we see that the image of Qr under TrFrobK is contained in the image of Q under TrFrob-g.We show that this image is bounded.
By lemma 13.1, we know

TrFrobK

K -~+

Q 0 K

Q 0 K-+

rP

(rP 0 K)0SrpK Sr0

and by definition, the trace function

TrFrobrtg :

TrFrobK

: Sr 0 K

-+

S

0 K is obtained from

rp 0 K

by tensoring with GrPo K over SrP 0K. From the description of TrFrobK and by proposition
14.2, we deduce that
TrFrobK(QTP OSrp Sr) C

Q

So we only need to show that for some M > 0,
tM

2

rP
OSrp
Sr,

"

where t is a uniformizer in Ro. But this is true since

Q&K

4

Sp Sr)OK

(r

and Q is a finitely generated Sr-module.

The operator theory of U heavily depends on whether it acts on the full space of convergent modular forms or just on the subspace of overconvergent ones. It turns out that in the
latter case, apart from the kernel of U, the eigenspaces are all finite dimensional, whereas
this does not hold in the first case. This is because when ord(r) > 0, the U operatoris a
completely continuous operator of K-Banach spaces. An operator of K-Banach spaces is
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called completely continuous, if it is a limit of operators whose images are finite dimensional
over K.
We recall some facts about completely continuous operator from [16]. An operator
L : M 1 -+ M 2 is completely continuous if it takes any bounded subspace of M 1 to a relatively
compact subset (i.e. with compact closure) of M 2 .
If L : M 1 -+ M 2 is a completely continuous operatorof K-Banach spaces andu : N 1 -* M 1
and v : M 2 -+ N 2 are continuous operators then v o L o u is also completely continuous.
Proposition 14.4. Assume 0 < ord(r) < 1/(p + 1) and k = 0 or k > 3. Furthermore
assume that the residue field of RO is finite. Then U is a completely continuous operator of

SD(Ro, r, V1 (N), k).
Proof. By definition, U is the following composite:

SD(R

PV()k0c~

SD(orVN)kK

SD

(1/p).TrF,,,bK

(Ro, rPI,1(N) I k ) 0 K -+D(Ro,r,1(N)I k ) 0 K

-

(1/p)TFrob

K

(Ro,rP,V (N), k)

0 K.

1

--- + K SD(R, rP , V(N), k) 0 K is
We have seen that SD (RO,r, Vi (N), k) 0 K
continuous. So to prove the claim we only need to show that:

SD(RorPV1(N),k) 0 K -+ SD(Ro,r,V(N), k) 0 K
is a completely continuous homomorphism of K Banach spaces. So we need to show that
the image of the unit ball in SD(R 0 , rP, V1 (N), k) 0 K, which by our choice of norm is
SD(Ro, rP, V (N), k), is relatively compact. Corollary 8.9 describes this inclusion in terms of
the chosen Banach basis. From this description we see that the image of SD (Ro, rP, Vi (N), k)
is finite modulo any power of p (because Ro/p' is finite for any n > 0, and this image is
finitely generated over Ro/p'). Now since the image is also bounded, as it lies in the bounded
E
set SD(Ro, r,V 1(N), k), we deduce that it is relatively compact.
This implies that there is a a Fredholm theory for U acting on SD (Ro, r, V1 (N), k) when
ord(r) > 0. In the next section we will use this to study the eigenforms of U.
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Eigenforms of U

Coleman has used rigid geometry to study the eigenforms of U acting on the space of
overconvergent modular forms over modular curves. We will follow the same idea to obtain
some results about the eigenforms of U in this setting. As was explained earlier, the fact
that U is a completely continuous operatorover the space of overconvergent modular forms,
allows one to use the Fredholm theory of U operator. Coleman [6] has developed a Fredholm
theory for Banach modules over Banach algebras, which is a generalizationof Serre's theory.
In fact with his results, he is able to study the spectral theory of a family of completely
continuous operators. We briefly mention some facts from [6] and [9] which we will use here.
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Let A be a Banach algebra and M be a Banach module over A. We say that M is
orthonormizableif it has a Banach basis over A. In other words there is a set {ej : i c I} of
elements of M, for some index set I, such that every element e E M can be uniquely written
as Ei,) ajej with ai E A such that limi,,jai| = 0.
Let L : M -+ N be a continuous operator where M and N are Banach modules over a
Banach algebraA. As in the case of K-Banach spaces, we can define a completely continuous
operator to be one which is a limit of operators whose images are finitely generated over A.
Assume L : M -+ N be a completely continuous operator of orthonormizable Banach
modules over a Banach algebra A. Let a E A be a multiplicative element (i.e. |abI = IaI.IbI
for all b C A). Assume that |LI is at most |a|. Let A0 denote the set of all elements of A
of norm at most 1. Then there is a power series PL (T) E A 0 aT]I which is the called the
cmT m , |cm M m -4 0 for
Fredholm determinant of L. It is entire in T (i.e. if PL(T) =Zm>0
any real number M).
Let L : M -- M be a continuous operator of K-Banach spaces, where K is a field,
complete with respect to a non-archimedian valuation. Let a be a rational number. An
element m of M is said to be a generalized eigenform of slope a of L, if there exists a
polynomial f (T) in K[T] such that f (L)(m) = 0 and all the roots of f (T) have valuation
a. If f (T) = (T - A)', we call m a generalized eigenform with eigenvalue X.
If A = K, Coleman's Fredholm determinant agrees with that of Serre. In that case,
A 5 0 is an eigenvalue of L if and only if PL(A- 1 ) = 0 and the dimension of the generalized
eigenspace corresponding to A is the multiplicity of A 1 as a root of PL (T).
We denote by C the completion of an algebraic closure of Qp with normalized valuation
such that ord(p) = 1.
Let r = 1. Then Frob(Ep_1) G HO(XD (1),wOP-) is a nowhere vanishing section. In
fact by definition of XD(1), Ep_ 1 is a nowhere vanishing section of WP- 1 on XD(1), and
Frob(Ep_1) = (7r*/p)OP-l(Frobri9)*(Ep_1) is nowhere vanishing because w is 4tale in this
case. We define an element e E HO(XD(1),OX(1)) = SD(R 0 , 1, V1 (N), 0) as follows:
e := Ep-1/Frob(Ep_1).
In the context of modular curves, where we have q-expansions, the q-expansion of e is
Ep_1(q)/Ep_1(qP) and the following result is a simple consequence of the fact that Ep_1 (q)
1 mod p.
Proposition 15.1. Let I xD(1) denote the supremum norm on XD(1).

le -

We have:

lIXD(1) <; Ip1.

Proof. We may assume K = Qp throughout this proof. First we show that Frob(Ep_1) E
H'(Z?,W®P1 l) C HO(XD(),W@P- 1). We know that
pP- 1 .Frob(Ep_1) = ( r*)OP-1(Fb*)(Ep_1)
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C

HO(Ef,1

®P-1 )

So we have to show that (-r*)@P-(Frob )(E,-i) is divisible by pP-~

in H'(Efw@P-).

Since (Frob ) (Ep_1) can be locally written as a tensor product of p - 1 differential forms on
I /If, it suffices to show that for any q E H0 (BI/Hf, Q
),the pullback r* (,q)
is divisible by p in Ho(IfE,

D),

noting that iF

is flat over Z,.

Since ID modulo p is the kernel of Frobenius morphism of
diagram from discussions of section 9.

F

F

>(B

OF,, we have the following

E
BD

1= (BD (2 IFP)(p)
F)/H1,
P)

YD

Frob1

F

>

yD 0 FuD

In which Frobi is the p-th power morphism of YF over F , ,4 1 : (If 0 F )(P) -+ BP F
,
,
is the base extension morphism and F is the relative Frobenius morphism of BD 0 F, (which
is the reduction of r modulo p). Now if we denote the reduction mod p of 'q by i, we know
that:

F*(r) = 0.
This shows that r* (7q) is divisible by p in H(Bf

QIDD)

as desired. Now, since rir

=

p

we know

fr*(Frob(Ep-1 )) = (F b)*(Ep_1)
Which shows that 7r*(Frob(Ep-1 )) is nowhere vanishing. Since fr is 4tale (since r = 1),
we deduce that Frob(E, - 1) is a nowhere vanishing section of w®P- 1 on yf.
Since the result we are proving is local on XD(1), we will henceforth work locally on Ef,
so that we can assume o to be a trivial line bundle. Fix generators W and w' of w f /y and
/I
b)* 5DS(

such that o' reduces to w(P) modulo p. Notice that this makes sense, because

the reduction of (Frb)*if/YF modp is (1Bf
Write Ep-

1

F , )(P).

1

= A.w@P- . let (Frob)*(Epi1) = A'.(w')®P. We show that

A' = AP

mod p.

Since the reduction modulo p of Frob is the p-th power morphism, we have
\P.(U(P))®P-1

=A'.(w')OP-1

where by - we denote reduction mod p. Now by choice of
A' AP mod p.
_
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w' we have w'

=

(P)

and hence

A mod p. This is essentially shown in the
Next we prove that 7r*(w) = f.w' with f3
proof of proposition 10.5. Reducing mod p, 7 becomes the Verschebung morphism:

V : (BD (g F ) (p) -+ (uD@

,)

From the proof of proposition 10.5, we can write V*(C)

y
By choice of w', we have

#

=

H(BfD

=

-. CD(P), where:

FP, i,Z).

=y and hence:

13 Ep_(

FP, i,w)

I

Now by definition Ep_ 1 (Bf 0 F,, i, w)
7r*(Ep-1)

=

mod p.

A, which proves the claim. We can now write:

=
=

7*Ar

=

A.flP.(W ')P-1

@P1

A.*(W)@P-l

On the other hand from the definition of Frob(Ep-1) we see that:
7*(Frob(Ep_1)) =

(Frob)*(Ep_1) = A.(w

And thus:
*(Ep-1)
This shows that A/Pobtained, this means:

1

=*(eFrob(Ep1))=

= eA'. However by the congruences mod p which we have so far

e.AP = AP

mod p.

Since Ep_ 1 is nowhere vanishing, we deduce that A is a unit and therefore:
e = 1
This proves that le - lIxD(1) <

1p1.

mod p.

We are done.

Let r C K be a p-th power such that 0 < ord(r) < 1(p + 1). Consider the isomorphism
of K Banach spaces defined by multiplication by Ep_1:

SD(Ro,r,V(N),k)&K
h

-+

SD(Ro,r,V1(N), k + p - 1) 0 K
hEp-1

It is an isomorphism because Ep_ 1 is nowhere vanishing on XD (T). The pullback of the
operator U(k+p-1) via this isomorphism is an operator on SD(ROr, V1 (N), k) given by:
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h - Ep-_\JUtk4-_1) (hEp _1 ).
However from lemma 13.3 we have:
E7 1 U(k+p-1)(hEp_1)

=

E-_1 U(k+p-1)(Frob(Ep_1).e.h) = U(k)(e.h).

In other words the pullback of U(k±-1) via the above isomorphism can be written as:
U(k) 0 me,

where me denotes multiplication by e. This proves the following lemma.
Lemma 15.2. Let notation be as above. For each n > 0, we have:
PU(k+n(p-1)) =

PU(k)amen -

So studying operatortheory of U in weight k+p- 1 is equivalent to studying the operator
theory of U o men in weight k. Coleman's idea is to put all the U 0 men together in a family
of operators, producing a completely continuous operator of a Banach space. The study
of the latter will give us information about each of the original operators. We will follow
this idea to produce a family of operators parametrized by a rigid analytic disc, acting on
a space whose elements are families of overconvergent modular forms with respect to D,
parametrized by the same rigid space.
Since le-1|xD(1) limt+- e-1XD(t), there exists at G C I such that 1 > t > IPI/(P±1)
and le - IxD(t) |pJ/(P-1). Let K be a finite extension of Qp with ring of integers R, such
that there is an element r E R with jr| = t which is a p-th power. Note that we have
ord(r) > 0.
It is straightforward to check that if s G Cp has |s < 1 and |x| < |p|/(P- 1), then
(1 + x)' = En>O C,"x" is convergent. Let us fix an integer ko throughout the discussion.
For any s E C, with fsf < 1, define:

us : HO(XD(r),wko)

-+

h

-+

HO(XD(r),Woko)
U(k0)(h.es)

Let B = BK [0, 6] denote the affinoid subset of the rigid space Ak given by |xJ < 6. Define

the affinoid rigid space Z

B x XD(r). Let us denote the pullback ofW -

Z under the second projection, again by w. Then we have:

H 0 (Zwn) = HO(B,OB)KHO(XD(r),
Now consider the operator:
idUkO : HO(Z, , ko) -+ HO(Zw ko
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n).

WAD(r)/XD(r)

to

This is obtained by base extension of U(ko) under the map K -+ H 0 (B,
can think of es as a rigid function on Z, there is a continuous operator:

9

B).

Since we

mes : HO(Z,w ko) -+ Ho(Z, Oko)
which is given by multiplication by e'. Now we define:
UkO := idbUko o mes.

This is a continuous operator of the H 0 (B, (B)-Banach space HO(Z, Woko). It is clear
that the restriction of Uk0 to the fibre of Z over so is the already defined operator us0 .
We show that UkO is completely continuous. We have seen in proposition 14.4 U(ko)
H 0 (XD (r), wko) -+ H 0 (XD (r),(ko) is completely continuous. It is easy to seethe base
extension of a completely continuous operator under a contractive map of Banach algebras
is again completely continuous [6]. This shows that id(Uk is completely continuous. But it
is easily shown that the composition of a continuous operator and a completely continuous
operator is always completely continuous [6]. Since mes is continuous, we deduce that UkO
is completely continuous. We can therefore study its Fredholm theory as described in [6]
§A. Indeed to do so we also need to check that the Banach module in question has a Banach
basis. Since we have already proven this for H 0 (XD (r), Woko) in proposition 8.8, we can
deduce it for its base extension, HO(Z, w ko) by proposition A.1.3 of [6].
By our notation PUkO (s, T) E Kf s, T denotes the Fredholm determinant of Uk0 . Now
letting s = n corresponds to a base extension Ho(B, OB) -+ K. Under this base extension
our operator becomes u, : HO(XD(r),w1ko) -+ HO(XD(r)Woko). Since the formation of
Fredholm determinant commutes with contractive base change ([6], lemma A.2.5) and by
lemma 15.2, we deduce that:
Pko (n,

T)

=

Pu (T)

=

Pu(kO+n(p-1))(T).

This means that the number of zeroes of Puk (n, T) over C, (counting multiplicities)
which have valuation -a is the same as the dimension of the generalized eigenforms of
U(ko+n(p-1)) on HO(XD(r),W ko+n(p-1)) of slope a.
We study the zero locus of the entire series P = Puk (s, T) as in [6] A.5. Suppose a
is a real number in |K]. Let us call A, the affinoid subdomain of B x A' determined
by \T| = |p--.
The subspace of this affinoid determined by P(T) = 0 is an affinoid over
B which we call Z,. The projection map f :Z -+ B is quasi-finite as U is completely
continuous. For any closed point x of B, f -1 (x) is a scheme of dimension 0 over the residue

field of x. Denote the dimension of its ring of functions over the residue field of x by
deg(f -1(x)). Coleman proves in [6], propositionA.5.5:
Proposition 15.3. Let the notation be as above. For each integer i > 0, the set of closed
points x of B such that deg(f 1 (x)) > i is the set of closed points of an affinoid subdomain
Bi of B. Moreover, B. is empty for large i.
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If m is the biggest integer for which Bm is not empty, then the set of closed points of B
for which deg(f -(x)) = m is the set of closed points of an affinoid subdomain in B. This
shows that if deg(f - -(x)) = m for some x which corresponds to n G Zp, then there is a -y
such that if In - n'I
y, the same holds for n' E ZP. Now looking at the intersection of
the complement of B, with B,_1, over which deg(f - (x)) = m - 1, we obtain the same
result for integers for which the fibre has degree m - 1. Continuing like this we see that
for any n C ZP there is a positive number -y such that in - n'
y implies that the degree
of the fibres over these points are equal. Since Z7P is compact y can be chosen uniformly.
Now degree of f -1(x) is the dimension of the space of generalized eigenforms of slope a of
ux. But when x is given by an integer n, by the above discussions, this is the same as the
dimension of the space of generalized eigenforms of slope a of U(k0 +n(p-1)). For any finite
extension of Qp whose ring of integers contains a non-unit element r (which is a p-th power)
and has absolute value at least t > IpI1/(P+1) (t was described earlier), denote the dimension
of the space of generalized eigenforms of U(k) in H 0 (XD (r), Ok ) by d(k, N, a). Varying ko
in the above argument, we have proven the following:

Theorem 15.4. There exists an M > 0 depending only on a and N such that if k
k' mod PM(p - 1), then:

-

d(k, N, a) = d(k' , N, a).
Moreover d(k, N, a) is uniformly bounded for all k E Z.
We expect the following to be true as in the case of modular curves:
Guess: If the slope is small enough, any overconvergent generalized eigenform form with
respect to D is classical (i.e. it is a modular form of level Np with trivial character at p

with respect to D).
Note that in the case of modular curves Coleman [7] proves that indeed if a < k - 1,
any generalized eigenform of slope a is classical. If the guess is true, then we can deduce
theorem 15.4 for classical quaternionic modular forms of small enough slope.
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